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Judges Mechem, Parker and It Is Expected to Pass Five Representative Stephens Evidence to Show Conspiracy Heav rrostLast Night Killed George Trujillo Is Dying at
Wants Geronimo Apaches
Home on Agua Fria
to Secure Dismissal of
All Fruit in Northern
Administration Measures
Cooley Too Busy To Go
in New Mexico.
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Signal Corps of the National Postal Savings Bank Act How- President Taft Listens to
ever, Will Have Rough Time
Guard at Roswell Muster-e- d
guments of Committee
House.
in
' from El Paso.
Out.
Washington, April 23. That ConA Colfax county delegation made a
friendly call upon Governor Mills in gress will adjourn before the1 middle
is bethe executive office this forenoon and of June and possibly by June
adlieved
President
and
Taft
the
by
told of conditions in their county
ministration leaders.
Before that
which is exceedingly prosperous.
Protests Against Water Rights Appli- time, it is expected that most of the
administration measures now
cation.
before
will have been passCongress
M.
filed
B.
Read
today
Attorney
with Territorial Engineer Vernon L. ed, or if not, be in such shape that
Sullivan protests for Franco Vargas they can be enacted into law soon afet al, vs. The Taos Land Company by ter Congress meets in December. One
a. R. Manby, and for Totias Lujan et thing operating in favor of the early
al., vs. The Los Ranchos Orchard and passage of five administration bills,
Land Company, in pending water which are the railroad bill, the statehood bill, the postal savings bank bill,
rights applications in Tat ; county.
the conservation bii and the
Notaries Publx.
bill, is the belief of the ReGovernor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Carroll A. publican leaders that the surest way
Burford of Obar, Quay county; Agus-ti- to prevent further Democratic conBlea of Mosquero, Union county; gressional inroads is tJhe passage of
Edward C. Slocumb of Artesia, Eddy these measures. The Postal Savings
county; Benjamin P. Behimer of Clay- bill is in more danger than any other.
It will have a rough road In the House.
ton, Union county.
Disolved and
Taking Postmasters Out of Politics.
Washington, April 23. Postmaster
The Calumet Ranch Company of
Roswell today filed in the office of General Hitchcock has asked Presi
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa pa- dent Taft to put under civil service
pers of dissolution and then reincor- all the second and third class post
porated. The capitalization is $50,000 masters in the country, and to adopt
divided into 500 shares but the paid a rule that no first class postmaster
up capital is $20,000. The company shall be deprived of his position for
dissolved and reincorporated to ad- any cause save the good of the serv
mit of a change in the objects enu- ice. By such a plan, which Mr.
merated in the charter. The New Hitchcock believes the President will
Mexico agent is Karl S. Woodruff, of take steps to enforce, the postmaster
Roswell, and the directors and incor- general contemplates elevating the
porators are: R. E. Hornor, Roswell, entire postal service above the reach
197 shares; Karl S. Woodruff of Ros- of mere job seekers and politicians
well F. T. Stewart, of Columbus, Ohio, who wish to reward their constituents
and J. S. Griffin of Parkersburg, West with places on the federal payrolls.
The administration has already pracVirginia, each one share.
tically decided to put all the fourth
Court at Mora.
class
M.
C.
postmasters under the classified
W.
Frank
Mechem,
Judges
Parker and Alford W. Cooley having service by executive order. To acdeclinedon account of press of busi- complish such a, result with, the post
ness to go to Mora to hold court next masters of the second and third class
week, Judge John R. McFie will leave legislation by Congress will be
for Mora tomorrow, going from there
next Saturday to Taos, to convene
district court.
n

n

Two National

Guard Resignations.

Adjutant General A. S. Brookes has
accepted the resignation of Lieutenant
Charles Whiteman of the Signal Corps
at Roswell and will muster out the
corps. He has also accepted the resignation of First Lieutenant Paul
Scott of Company G, of Albuquerque
who resigned on account of 111 health.
Recruits for the Penitentiary.
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh and four
deputies, J. H. Green, H. B. Pooler,
Ellis E. Jones and W. H. Walp, all
well known citizens of Colfax county,
today increased the poptfation at the
territorial penitentiary by lodging
there nine convicts sentenced at the
recent term of court by Judge John
R. McFie. The convicts are: Arthur
Curry, James Hathaway and Frank
Smith, each given from one to two
years for larceny of cattle; John Burton alias James Boyle, one year for
forgery; Jose Cordova and Eduardo
Martinez one to two years for larceny
of cattle; Jesus Miera, three to ten
years, for murder; Charles L. Davis,
two to three years for forgery; and
C. W. R. Dobbyns, one year, for putting emery into the gearings of a
Santa Fe locomotive.
BARTENDER KICKS.
WIFE TO DEATH.

Stamped Her in' the Face With His

HE

TESTI
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Directory of Geological Survey Storm on Great Lakes Shows No Were Target Shooting Near
Swears to Significant
Bishop's Ranch, Yesterday
Sign of

Ar

Afternoon.

Conservation.

Special to the New Mexican.
George Trujillo, aged 32 years, and
Chicago, HI., April 23 Chicago has
Washington, D. C, April 23. With
Washington, April 23. A committee the evident purpose of showing that been in the grasp of a heavy snow and employed at the Pacheco Meat Martoday presented the urgency of the there was a conspiracy between Clif- violent wind storm since last night and ket, is thought to be dying at the home
Eugle reclamation project to President ford Pinchot, as chief forester, and there are no signs of its abating. The of his uncle, Pedro Quintana on Agua
Tan at the White House. After full certain of his subordinates, to accom- snow followed one of the heaviest j Fria street, with a 22 bullet in his
discussion the President, who favors plish the removal of
rainfalls of the year yesterday. The head. The bullet is said to have
Secretary
the project, said he would give uhe
the "defense" today put on the wind was so strong during the night, lodged in the brain and there was
he
matter early and careful consideration stand Director George A. Smith of that it lifted the
roof off a barn and such a hemorrhage it is thought
ana will annouce his decision soon. the
will
not
recover.
congeological survey to relate a
dropped it an cab of a passing locomoThere are many stories in circulaRepresentative Stephens, of Texas, versation he had last September with tive. The ensineer and firemen jumption
about how the bullet. was fired
Democrat, introduced a joint resoluForester Price. Mr. Smith ed and neither was hurt.
tion that the secretary of the interior Acting
but it is generally believed that it is
swore that Prince said to him: "We
Two Feet of Snow in Wisconsin.
provide for the return of the Geronimo like you, but we don't like your chief."
simply another of those sad cases of
23.
bliz
Harold
now
A
Wis.,
youngsters having firearms.
Apaches
April
prisoners at Fort Sill,
Smith said he intimated in reply i Milwaukee,
zard is raging throughout Wisconsin and Rupert Wagner, sons of Dr. John
OKlahoma, to the Mescalero
that if he did not like Mr. Uallinger,
MexSeveral inches of smow have H. Wagner, the well known financier,
Apache reservatiojis-fh'Nehe
would resign as director of the today.
ico or the San Curios Apache reservfallen in Milwaukee.
Marinette re- and president of a large irrigation
ation in Aritrtfa7 or to allot to each geological survey. "Well, we know ports a fall of two feet.
company, with a youngster named
one hunjkd sixty acres from the pub you are in an embarrassing position,"
Lentz, are said to have done the
in
Loss
Indiana
Millions.
into
Runs
but which boy fired the bullic domain in New Mexico or Arizona, i said the witness, quoting Prince, "but
shooting
La port, Ind., April 23. A heavy let that entered Mr.
The bill carries an appropriation of it won't last much longer, if we don't
Trujillo's head
get him one way we will another." The frost last night is believed to have could not be ascertained.
150,000 to put it into effect.
j
The Senate bill providing for the j defense regards this as an important killed all fruit in northern Indiana.
Mr. Trujillo was brought to the city
of unsold town lot! disclosure that if Pinchot was unsuc- The loss may reach millions of dollars. last night and physicians were rushed
All Fruit in Illinois Destroyed.
sites under reclamation projects has cessful in bringing about Ballinger's
to his bedside. Dr. David Knapp, the
the Giavis
downfall, by proving
passed the Senate.
111., April 23
penitentiary physician, found that the
Galesburg,
Eighteen
President Taft today signed the bill charges, he had prepared to attack above zero was recorded last night. bullet had entered the back of the
to pay the Roman Catholic church him from another quarter.
head two inches from the left ear and
All remaining fruit was destroyed.
Inquiry.
Hastening Ballinger-Pincho- t
claims in the Philippines.
had torn the brain. It was deemed
in
74
St.
Has
Louis
Years.
Coldest
Washington, April 23. The Ballinger-Pnot to probe very deep for it, for
Senator Beveridge
has promised
St. Louis, April 23. It was 28 above best
committee today decided
of causing further damage. Mr.
fear
that the statehood bill would be put inchot
here early this
the coldest
is said to have been unconto a vote in May after he has made to hold a session on Thursday, Friday on this dale in morning,
Trujillo
74 years. Snow fell
and Saturday of next week in order
scious since the accident.
several more amendments to it.
two
for
hours.
and
Fruit
vegetables
to hasten the conclusion of the inquiry.
When the Wagner boys were
are damaged.
MORNING
A
ONLY
JACK JOHNSON GIVEN
brought home last night and Mrs.
Hard Time on the Lakes.
SESSION IN HYDE TRIAL.
RECEPTION IN OMAHA.
Chicago, April 23. The steamer Wagner heard of the accident, she
Doctor Wagner had
Iowa is ashore between Kenosha and was overcome.
in
Libel
with her adminall
to
the
Taken
Another
up
night
is
stay
Showered
Deposition
asWith Flowers
Big Slugger
Racine. Tugs have gone to its
Suit of the Defendant Nurse
and His Wife Given Bunch
sistance. It is not believed that the istering restoratives. The Wagner
emotion and
Still on Stand.
of Roses.
tug is in immediate danger. The lake boys also showed great
Kansas City, April 23. Owing to boats are having a hard time to fight cried most of the night.
How it Happened.
Omaha, Neb., April 23. Jack John- the attorneys in the Swope murder the wind and waves. Reports from
son was given a notable reception case having made arrangements to the fruit belts in northern Indiana,
When seen today Doctor Wagner
when he arrived in Omaha last night. take another deposition in Dr. Hyde's western Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Mis- showed the great strain under which
Three thousand-peopl- e
were at the sta-tio- n libel
there was only a morning souri, Minnesota, Wisconsin, show he had been since he learned of the
to see the big fighter and many session of the Hyde murder Irlal to- damage to fruit to the extent of mil- affair yesterday evening.
shook hands with him. As he walked day. Miss Houlihan, the nurse, re- lions of dollars.
"I know I am subject to much critibetween the wajls of people, (he was sumed her testimony this morning.
cism and there are hundreds of peoshowered with flowers. An immense
Defense is Well Pleased.
ple in the city today offering me adbunch of American beauty roses was
Kansas City, Mo., April 23. Dr.
vice and telling me what I ought to
AT
presented to Mrs. Johnson by a little Hyde's attorneys were well pleased NO POM
have done. I am criticised for letting
white girl.
with the result of the
my boys have little rifles but the boys
Jim Jeffries Has Become an Oarsman.
of Miss Houlihan, the nurse, this
are 11 and 14 years of age and while
Ben Lomond, Calif., April 23 Tak morning.
admitted
Miss Houlihan
like the average healthy American boy
ing the advice of his trainers, Jim Jef-- she never saw Stella Swope eat any of
they have mischief in their makeup
ries spent a quiet morning, his only the candy said to have been given her
they are not boys to harm a little
exercise being a row of a mile and a by Dr.. Hyde seven days before she
yellow dog voluntarily. When one of
half on the river. He even omitted was stricken. She also admitted that Simple and Wholesome as my boys heard that a dog was to be
sho- - in town the other day he cried
the early morning road work, some she did not see Dr. Hyde administer
His Life So Were the
and wanted to go out and prevent it.
the
to
Chrisman Swope
thing unusual for him. This afternoon the capsule
"From what they tell me they stai
Obsequies
he put in two full hours in the gym- day the patient had the first convulfor Bishop's ranch yesterday after
nasium and the handball court.
sion.
noon. Colonel Cunningham owns the
Moaned Like a Dying Animal.
Kansas City, April 23. Seven days NO KU5IC, NO PALL BEARERS ranch and they visited there last
WESTON, THE PEDESTRIAN
Christmas. They had left a rifle there
COLLAPSES NEAR UTICA. after Dr. B. S. Hyde gave Miss Swope
in case it should be needed to kill coa box of candy, the young woman deHe Was Walking Along the Erie Canal veloped typhoid fever, testified Miss Brief Prayers and Few Words of yotes and they took one on the trip.
They went to the ranch as I underTow Path When Weakness
Anna Houlihan, a nurse in the Swope
Eulogy by Two
stand and got this rifle and with a boy
Overtook Him.
family, during the murder trial yesFriends.
named
Lentz wandered around pracafternoon.
terday
ticing target shooting. I do not know
For the first time in all the 'broad
Utica. X. v
April 23. Edward
New York, April 23. Services as how far they got away from the ranch.
Payson Weston, walking to this city investigation of the Swope tragedies
that Mr. Trujillo passed
tow
along the
path of the Erie canal was the question of the candy brought simple as his wholesome life, attended They tell me
on a horse. He was riding
riding
by
collapsed this morning. two miles west into the case..
the tributes paid here today to Sam- near a lumber wagon and he and the
of Chittenango.
'Kie mention of the candy came as a
He was carried to
uel L. Clemens by two close friends man driving the team spoke to the
a farm house and put to bed.
surprise to Dr. Hyde and his counsel,
Weston Starts Out Again.
Dr. Hyde who was sitting tilted back of Mr. Clemens chosen to speak eulo- boys and asked them what they were
Syracuse, X. Y.. April 23. Weston in his chair, smilingly listening to the gies at the Brick Presbyterian church doing.
"They answered that they were out
resumed his walk this afternoon, hav- - testimony of the nurse, quickly moved where the services were held. They
target
ng almost recovered from his sudden over to his attorneys' and entered in- were Rev.
shooting and were firing sticks
Henry Van Dyke, professor from their
to a conference. Mrs. Hyde soon joinillness.
guns usins blanks.
ed the little group and for several of English Literature at Princeton,
"The boys say the men kept on and
and Dr. Joseph H. Twitchell of Hart- disappeared. The
minutes they talked earnestly.
youngsters continu"It Is a significant feature, but I ford. In keeping with the known sen- ed their amusement and decided later
cannot say just what will develop timents of Mr.
Clemens, the program on to go back to the ranch for a drink
from an investigation of it," said Speno
included
vocal
music, and no pall of water. On their way they found a
cial Prosecutor James A Reed later.
bearers. Two organ selections, brief horse without a rider and a few yards
Attorneys for Dr. Hyde said they
from the animal they saw a man lying
did not regard the testiryOny seriously prayers, and a few words of eulogy
in a ditch. They thought he had fallen
The death of Chrisman Swope and constituted the services. The body
was
from
to
taken
afternoon
the horse and in lifting him up
this
Elmira,
the illness of Margaret Swope were
saw blood oozing from his head. They
President Taft Restores Vast reviewed on the witness stand today X. Y., for interment.
said they imagined he had been
by Miss Houlihan. She caused the
Area in West to Public
thrown from the horse and was injurthreatened walk-ou- t
of the nurses at DEGENERATE YOUTH SENT
to the ranch and
the Swope home and demanded an inTO ELECTRIC CHAIR. ed. They went back
Entry
met the. other man who had
there
18.
of
Dr.
December
vestigation
Hyde
Miss Houlihan was on the stand Was "Crazy" About Women and Was been with Trujillo and he told them
what had happened. A bullet had
Convicted of a Most Horrible
practically all day. Her story was long
CHANGE
struck him in the back of the head
INJECOS FOREST and interesting. It was filled with
Murder in New York.
and he fell instantly from his horse.
striking utterances and vivid descriptions
that held the attention of the Xew York, April 23. Albert Wolter, The boys cannot explain how the acNew Mexico and Arizona Vitally
spectators.
degenerate youth of 19 years, who cident happened, and say they had no
Affected by the Pro- -'
At times the testimony was almost gloated over lewd pictures and was idea of firing in the direction of the
In telling of Dr. Hyde's "crazy" about women, must die in the receding horseman."
gruesome.
clamation.
actions after Chrisman Swope had electric chair for the murder of Ruth
There are several versions of the
ishe Wheeler, a pretty fifteen year old affair and these will probably be heard
on
died,
a
crosswise,
bed,
lying
Washington, D. C, April 23. Presi said:
stenographer. About one hour and at a hearing next week.
dent Taft has signed the first of the
"Dr. Hyde grasped the dead man by fifty minutes of deliberation, a jury
proclamations
provinding for the re- the feet and turned him around in in the court of special sessions found SOUTH POLAR EXPEDI.
TION IS POSTPONED.
him guilty of first degree murder at
clamation of the lands In the national bed."
"How did he do It?"
10:30 last night, bringing to a close
forests, which will throw four mila trial marked by its swift movement Attempt of Peary Arctic Club and Na'Roughly," was the reply.
lion acres out of the forest reserve
In attempting to imitate the moans and its testimony of horror.
tional Geographical Society
is Abandoned.
The boy's counsel said with eloand make them available for home of Chrisman and of Margaret Swope,
the witness gave utterance to a weird quence that Wolter was too tenderD. C, April 23. Th
Washington,
stead entry. More than 30,000 acres
cry of anguish like that of a suffering hearted to harm a rat, but twelve men proposed American South Polar expeare ordered out of the Pecos national animal.
decided last
he had strangled dition under the joint auspices of the
forest reserve In Xew Mexico and Spectators unaware of her intention Ruth Wheelernight
and thrust her, while Peary Arctic Club and the Xational
nearly 100,000 acres are added. In the to make the sound, (rose quickly from yet alive into his fireplace, where Geographic
Soicety has been abanGarcia forest In Arizona 50,000 acres their seats
thinking some ill had be- soaked with oil, her crumpled body doned for thia year, according to an
are thrown out.
fallen her.
writhed and burned.
'announcement made here today.
J
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Belongs to Man
and Not Man to
Property

Property

MEN GREATER

THAN CRATTELS

Most Notable

Feature of Ex!
President's Visit to
Europe.

Paris, April 23. Theodore Roose
velt delivered his eagerly awaited lec
ture on "Citizenship in a Republic",
in the 'Sorbonne this afternoon. The
audience composed of members of the
French cabinet, students selected
from the "University of Paris and many
distinguished guests, by whom the occasion was regarded as the most important feature of the distinguished
American's visit to France. In the
course of his address Mr. Roosevelt
made reference to the subject of human rights and property rights. He
said: "My position as regards monied
interests can be put in a few words.
In every civilized society property
rights must be carefully
Ordinarily and in" a great majority of
cases, human rights and property
rights are fundamental, and in the
long run identical, but when it clearly appears that there is a real conflict between them, human rights
must have the upper hand. Property
belongs to man and not man to

Heavy Boots Until She Expired
Then Tries Suicide.
Los Angeles, April 23. After 'being
arrested on the charge of having
kicked his wife to death, Ernest Wirth
35 years of age, and a bartender, tried
to end his own life in jail by beating
his head against the bars. Fellow
prisoners alarmed the turnkeys and
Wirth was prevented from doing hini-sel- f
serious injury by guards who were
compelled to fight and subdue him.
Wirth was arrested in a rooming
house he' jointly owned with his wife.
The body of the woman lay on the REIGN OF TERROR
floor of the room and Wirth was stand
CHANGSHA.
ing over It, stamping on the woman's
(face with feet clad in heavy boots. Ac- Riots Continue and Chinese
Troops
cording to the police he freely conTake Possession of City Uncle
fessed the crime and added:
Sam Sends Cruiser.
"I would kill myself if I had the
Pekin, April .23. The rioting of
weapon."
He was searched at the station and natives at Changsha was resumed yesterday. The situation is serious.
nothing with which he might harm
Martial Law Prevails.
was
himself
found and he was. placed
in a cell alone. Prisoners in cells near
Pekin, April 23. The United States
by heard Wirth beating his head cruiser Cleveland has arrived at Hanagainst the walls and bars. They kow and will remain there while the
called the guard who found the pris- trouble continues. The Japanese gunoner bleeding profusely.
boat Uji left Hankow yesterday for
"I've got to die," he told the jailer, Changsha. That city is almost desert"and I tried to cheat the .hangman. ed, and has been occupied by troops
I will try it again," too."
from.Hupeh province. Any one found
A guard was placed In his cell to with food and unable to establish the
keep him from carrying out his fact that the same was purchased Is
threat.
executed.
safe-guarde-
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Wheat

Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Bobolink

HOW TO GO AND FORGET.
(By Edwin Markham.)
I know how to hold
As the lovers of old
How to cling to you, sing to you
Let all the world know the sonj
that I bring to you!
But I do not know yet
How to go and forget.

Four

to call
over all
How to sigh for you, cry for you.
Fight down the terrible dark till
I know how
To the God

AlsoVAPIFTY FRESH YEAST

die for you!
But I do not know yet
How to go and forget.

WE GIVE CASH KEGJSTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

Winter
f V Southeast

Grocery Co.

Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

Ap SEE FOS YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
9

I

MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

Seeds Seeds
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION SETS,

F.

FRANK
GENERAL
PHONE
BLAUK

i

GORMLEY
MERCHANDISE
436

19
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SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN
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Wedding at Meadow City Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock at St. Paul's
Episcopal church at Las Vegas, C. R.
Keyes of Wagon Mound, and Miss Mae
E. Bradley, of Chicago, were united
in marriage by Rev. J. S. Moore rector
of the church.
Tourist Hotel Paying Investment
"One of the most luxuriously appointed private cars that lias passed
through Las Vegas this year was that
of Dr. G. G. Green, which was attached to Santa Fe train No. 2 last night.
Dr. Green is proprietor of a big winter resort hotel in Pasadena, Cal. He
and his family were on their way to
New Jersey." Las Vegas Optic.
Farmers' Association Organized
In pursuance with the wishes of Professor J. D. Tinsley the 'farmers of
the mesa neighborhood met yesterday
afternoon in the Mishawaka school
house, eighteen miles east of Las Vegas and formed a farmers' association.
The following officers were elected:
President, F. D. Howe; vice president,
C. D. Black; secretary, E. L. Bonney;
treasurer, E. McElroy; librarian, W.
Newcomer; executive committeemen,
Messrs. Sheer and Hartman. Las Vegas Optic.
Shooting Affray in a Saloon
Kennedy, bartender of the Fashion saloon at Winslow, Ariz., was
brought to Albuquerque on passenger
train No. S last night and hurried to
St. Joseph's hospital here, suffering
from a bullet wound in the stomach
which may cause his death. James
Case of Winslow, who had been drinking heavily, is held by Sheriff Joseph
Wood at Holbrook, charged with
shooting Kennedy. Only the unexpect
ed arrival of the sheriff on the scene
shortly after the shooting, it is said,
prevented Case from being lynched by
the people of that town.
Car-mac- k

MERCY OF GOD WAS
MISSIONARY'S THEME.

Father Vogt

Close Mission To
morrow Evening Services for
the Dead Monday Mornirtgl;
Father Vogt delivered a sermon on
the "Mercy of God" last night. He
quoted proofs of God's mercy hoth
from the Old and the New Testament.
He warned his audience not to abuse
the mercy of God. "The mission is a
season of mercy, for some it will be
the last manifestation of the mercy of
God. There were crucified with Jesus
two thieves; the one profited by the
mercy of God and was saved, the
other spurned the mercy of God and
was lost. Peter denied it, Judas be
trayed Him. Peter repented and became the head of the church, Judas
despaired, refused God's mercy and
has been burning in hell for nearly
Will

Established 1856.

When Rubbers Become Kecessary
And your shoes pinch, shake into your
the antiseptic
shoes Allen's Foot-Easpowder for the feet. It cures painful,
swollen, smarting, sweating feet, and
lakes the sting out of corns and bunions. Just the thing for patent leather
shoes, dancing partise and for Breaking in New shoes. Many people can-

SEUGIN

Foot-Eas- e

S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

Don't

RESOLVED!!!!

cept any substitute.
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AH kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
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he'd had BUSTER
To "wear, vpon
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his cunning
little feet.
J5WTER. BROWN
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Denver,
April
The weather forecast is fair
tonight with warmer weather
in east portion. Fair weather
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Degrees Yesterday The
maximum was 64 and the minimum 33
degrees yesterday. The relative hum
idity was 34 per cent. It was a clear
and pleasant day with a heavy frost
in the morning. A year ago today was
olfiHT- - oTlfl IlloQCQTlt witl n TnQviTYllllll
nf
1 and a minimum of 32 degrees
Sixty-fou- r
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The Shoes That Wear

Church of the Holy Faith.
Fourth Sunday after Easter, April
24th, 1910.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon at 11
a. m.
Evening prayer at 5 p. m.
F. W. PRATT,
Minister in Charge.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school at 9:45.

Buster Brown Sloes for the Bojs.

COPY:

Worship at 11 a. m.
Senior League.
Worship at 7:45 p. m.

C. F. LUCAS, Pastor.

Wood-Davi- s

Presbyterian.

Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 0:30 p. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p.'
m. by Rev. J. P. Martin, Ph. D., of
East McKeesport, Pa., Subject of
morning sermon, "Righteously." Even-- ,
mg subject, J he Eagle Aest.
Prayer meeting Wednesday even-- !
ing at 7:.jU o clock.
Everybody welcome.

j

:

i

Any lady reader of this paper will
receive, on request, a clever No-- ;
Drip" Coffee Strainer Coupon privi-- i
lege, from x)r. Shoop,

Racine,

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
Hardware Co.,
The
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
We herewith eg to enclose you a credit memo for
Gentlemen:
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you n ve made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,
"

'

By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
Mgr gales Dept.
A TRUE COPY:

Wis.

It is silver plated, very pretty, and
positively prevents all dripping pf tea!
or coffee. The Doctor sends it, with
his new free book on "Health Coffee"!
simply to introduce this clever sub-- !
stitute for real coffee. Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee is gaining its great pop- u'arity because of: first its exquisite
taste and flavor; second, its absolute
healthfulness; third, its economy
1
25c: fourth, its convenience.
No tedious 20 to 30 minutes boiling.
"Made in a minute", says Dr. Shoop.
Try it at your grocer's, for a pleasant
surprise. Frank Andrews.

This is but" one the many in?tances where we are asked to ship
'
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market,
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

IPawareM.S

If it's Hardware

We have it.

g

Coronado Cafe

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

Wood

RATON
YANKEE'

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, SmithiEg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

BOILED.
with boiled potatoes 20c.
At C a. m. o'clock Monday will be
ENTREES.
services for the dead and a sermon on Breaded Pork Chops, Tomatoe Sauce
the "Suffering Souls.'
20c.
Mackerel

TrTz.Ts.rot
85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone

ROAST.

It Is an admitted fact that real es Roast Chicken, with dressing, 30c.
Prime Roast with Brown Gravy, 20c.
tate, financial men and merchants all
COLD MEATS.
say that quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New Beef Potato Salad, 20c.

Boiled Ham, 20c.
VEGETABLES.
Mashed Potatoes,
Asparagus
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
DESSERT.
ward for any case of Catarrh that can5c.
Blackberry Pie 5c.
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ci:re. Apple Pie,
5c.
Apricot
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledc, O.
Vanilla Ice Cream, 5c.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
Cheese 5c.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yeas- - and be- Tea 5c.
Coffee 5c.
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
'Supervisor of Census
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
On April 15, 1910, I was living at
ally, acting directly upon the blood address given below, but to the best
and mucous surfaces of the system, of my knowledge I have not been enuTestimonials sent free. Price 75 cents merated there or anywhere else.
Name
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fo con Street and No

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt antl Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
S . E. Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.
!

II

a

For singinC for nice bread o meat
If he'd kno"wn what to choose

THE SANTA FE ABSTKACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

Mexican.

stipation.

City

(INCORPORATED)

Room

19

Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.

M.

Does a general ABSTRACT', REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE

OHO fin
$90
PU,UUU.UU

Right Oooris

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right ServiM

I

business

t0 IOBn on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

MANUFACTURER OF

Right Price

JEWELRY

Eyis Tested and
Pitted by
Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

346 San Franoltto St.
fsmm

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

Tucker.
5ucker.

Tommy

VaS Certainly

followed by solemn benediction of the

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Little

THw'

ac-

Dinner a la Carte.
years."
Tonight the sermon will be on the
RELISHES.
'Mother of God." Tomorrow morning
10c.
Fresh
Tomatoes,
the mission mass and sermon will be
Green Onions 5c
at 9:30 o'clock. Tomorrow evening at
Chow Chow 10c.
7:30 the solemn closing service of the
SOUP.
mission. The Papal Blessing will be
Mock Turtle 10c.
given after the sermon. This will be
Soup served with meat order 5c.

most blessed sacrament.

BROS. COMPANY

not wear heavy stockings comfortably without shaking Allen's
into the shoes. Sold everywhere,
25c.
Sample FREE. Address, Allen

1900

DONE.

Incorporated 1903.

SANTA FE. N. M.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

j

SATURDAY, APRIL

NEEDFUL KNOWLEDGE.

FUNERAL OF

Santa Fe People Should Learn to
Detect the Approach of Kidney
Disease.

The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
ground for doubt. Sick kidneys excrete a thick, cloudy, offensive urine,
full of sediment, irregular of passage
or attended by a sensation of scalding. The back aches constantly, headaches and dizzy spells may occur
and the victim is often weighed down
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
Neglect these warnings and there is
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
or diabetes. Any one of these symptoms is warning enough to begin
treating the kidneys at once. Delay
often proves fatal.
You can use no better remedy than
Doan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa
Fe proof:
Lowitzki, 115 Guadalupe
Hyman
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills,
as they have been used by myself
and other members of m yfamily with
splendid results. The value of Doan's
Kidney Pills for relieving pain in
the back and other kidney difficulties has been thoroughly proven to
me. I take pleasure in making the
merit of this remedy known to other
kidney sufferers."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milburcents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

Described at Length by an
Admirer of the Dead
Statesman
IMPRESSIVE

RITES

3 o'clock on Tuesday
afternoon
the rotunda of the Capitol where
the remains of the late Antonio Joseph
had been lying in state since their
arrival on the previous day, the funeral services were beeun.
Although practically no public notice of the hour had been given, a
multitude of the former delegate's
friends and associates as well as the
eovernor and other officials nf thp
preSent administration were in attend- -

At

in

and

d

I

ance.
The magnificent casket of carved
oak was covered with flowers and on
eadh side of this receptacle which
contained all that was left of the once
brilliant orator and statesman, were
members of the National Guard.
The services were conducted by the
Santa Fe Masonic Lodge, Montezuma,
Xo. 1, of which Mr. Joseph had been
a member for over thirty years.
At special request of the family of
Mr. Joseph, Hon. L. B. Prince had
been asked by telegraph to come from
Albuquerque to take charge of the fun-erceremonies and had left the convocation which he was attending in
that city in order to officiate.
The attendance of members of the
Masonic order was the largest which
(had been seen here for many years,
Numerous political friends had hast-1'- s
ened to the city to pay the last tribute
ot respect to their old time leader
Among those present were Hon. O. A.
Larrazolo, Hon. A. A. Jones, Hon. Julian A. Martinez, and Hon. E. C. de
Baca, while Hon. Felix Martinez, Hon.
F. B. Fergusson and O. N. Marron
started for Santa Fe from El Paso in
a special car but were unable to reach
the city in time.
Through the thoughtful courtesy of
Governor Mills, all public offices were
closed during the services and the
flags were at half mast.
Before the regular Masonic services,
Mr. Larrazola made abrief but elo- -

Enumerators.

Every Xhmm

1

J

mm

Sffi&l&5;i'&

Values

The Price does the Grading

.

Only

$130.00

EYLES MUSIC CO,
The House of Quality.

East Side Plaza.

New Mexico Military Institute

OF

"The West Point of the SouthweeV
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

T

ill" itesHi

cum

Complete External and Internal Treatment fnr
Every Humor of Jnlunts. children and Adults
consists ot Cuticura t ai 25c.) to Cleanse the Skin.
Cuticura Ointment (Mic.) to Ileal the Skin, and
Cuticura Resolvent (50c.) (or In the form ot Choro-la,- ,e
Voa''''1 IM"' 2i""'- I""r
ths
" PurityLonHlood. Sold throughout the world. Iwpnts:
don. 27, Charterhouse Sq.; Paris. 10.
de la
Rue
Chaussee d'Antln: V. P. A., potter Uruc
Chem.
Corn.. Sole Props., I.ia Columbus Ave.. Jioston.Mass.
tree.
Cuticura Honk, an author.
US un the Care tad Treatment ot bkin and Uair.

"A."

Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for buMness life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at aD e'evattoc of 9,700
feet above sea level, s'lnshlne every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern Ir- all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Uamlitoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
-

A

Flnlay
For particulars and
address.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mesica
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. 0. BARNES. Aoent

LIVERY STABLE
Fine
Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

petite.

RATES RIGHT.
Don

1

Co.

RIVALRY TO MAKE
BEST CENSUS SHOWING.

Texas Cities Employ Volunteer Enu
merators So as to Make Sure
That All Are Counted.

CHAS. CLOSSO

Caspar Avenue

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND

ID
OLD

li

AND GENTS

REPAIR
CLOTHES

HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTION

s

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

During the absence of her owner recently the calf grabbed a young spring
onicken, and found it to be an appetizing- morsel. Xext day she
repeated tne
erformance. For several days thereafter, as her poultry stock began
dwindling, Mrs. Snyder looked with
suspicion upon the cat and ttie chore
boy. Both were acquitted.
Meantime
the choicest "springers" of the ranch
were disappearing.
When Mrs. Snyder, with her sister.
Mrs. J. T. Macy, returned from a
visit she was startled to find her calf
munching the last particles of a recent
invasion of the chicken coop.
One of the singular features of the
chicken thefts is the fact that the
calf committed them only when her
mistress was absent. Mrs. Snvder rle- claies the calf consumed forty of her
finest chickens.

btripling-Burrow-

.

Parts of the World.

All

CALF THAT
FEEDS ON CHICKENS,

The Sound Sleep of Good Health
The restorative Dower of sound
sleep can not be over estimated and
any ailment that prevents it is a menace to health. J. L. Southers, Eau
Claire, Wis., says: "For a long time
1 have been
unable to sleep soundly
nights, because of pains across my
back and soreness of my kidneys. My
appetite was very poor and my general condition was much run down. I
have been taking Foley's Kidney Pills
but a short time and now sleep as
sound as a rock. I eat and eniov my
meals, and my general condition Is
greatly improved. I can honestly
recommend Foley's Kidnely Pills as 1
know they have cured me." Sold by

catalogne

Superintendent.

Peeved Over Frugal Fare From Garbage Can It Gets Away With 40
Spring Broilers.
Las Animas, Colo., April 23. Peeved over the high cost of living which
robbed her of many little luxuries
gleaned from the garbage can, a calf
belonging to Mrs. W. E. 'Snyder of
this city devised an original, though
costly method of satiating a growing
a i:

Illustrated

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

vl

A

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

"The Cuticura Remedies are the best
in the world, as I know from experience.
In Dowlais, South Wales, about fifteen
years ago, families were stricken wholesale by a disease known as the iu-h- .
Believe me, it is the most terrible disease of its kind that I know of, as it
itches all through your body and makes
your life an inferno. Sleep is out of the
question and you feel as if a million
mosquitos were
you at the
same time. Yet attacking
you could nee nothing
on the skin. But the itch was there
all
right and I sincerely trust that I shall
never get it. I knew a dozen families
that were so affected. The male members and myself belonged to the same
society and, as steward, it was my duty
to visit the sick members once a week
for sick benefit unt il they were declared
off. That is how I became so familiar
with the itch.
"The doctors did their best but their
remedies were of no avail whatever.
Then the families tried a druggist who
was noted far and wide for .ns remarkable cures. People came to him from
all parts of the country for treatment
but his medicine made matters still
worse, as a last resort they were advised
by a friend to use the Cuticura Remedies.
I am glad to tell you that after a few
days' treatment with Cuticura Soap,
Ointment and Resolvent, the effect was
wonderful and the result was a perfect
cure in all cases.
"I may add that my three brothers,
three sisters, myself and all our families
have been users of the Cuticura Remedies for fifteen or twenty years. Thomas
Hugh, 1650 West Huron St., Chicago,
111., June 2S. 100'J."

Every Effort is Being Made to Facilitate Work of Census

I

111

DOCTORS AND DRUGGIST
TREATED THEM IN VAIN

TO GET FULL COUNT.

-

F

Showed No Marks but Whole Body
Itched Like a Million Mosquito-Bit- es
Sleep Out of the Question
and Life Became an Inferno.

LAS VEGAS ANXIOUS

j

A Good used Piano in fine condition

Bl

wf-re-

(Las Vegas Optic.)
Citizens are requested to take particular care to give enumerators the
names of all residents who may be out
TIME TABLE ALL
ot the city. Each citizen is asked to
constitute himself a committee of one
LOCAL TRAINS
and to see to it that every soul, white
and black, in his block, is counted; he
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con-meis, iu fact, asked to make it his busiwith No. 10 from the south and
ness to assist in securing a full count.
west, also No. 3 from the east, rePeople overlooked by enumerators
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in.
are asked to telephone or write to SuLeave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conpervisor Paul A. F. Walter, Santa Fe,
also takes
nect with No. 1 west-bounX.
M., enclosing blank now appearing
2
No.
pass
passengers for
in
The
m.
Optic, properly filled out.
6:30
at
p.
Returning
Lamy
ing
The supervisor is ready at all times
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
to furnish the people with any kind of
connection only.
information pertaining to the taking
conm.
to
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p.
of the census.
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-boun"While we are having a large mea
Returnand Nos. 4 and 8 east-bounsure
of success so far in taking the
m.
11:10
Fe
Santa
arrive
at
p.
ing
census, still the matter of a full
count and giving Las "Vegas the place
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
she should occupy on the map for the
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
next ten years is largely with the
a. m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
people," said a local enumerator today. "With proper assistance and
t. m.
New Mexico Central.
sympathy on the part of the people,
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a, m.
especially on the part of the women,
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p.
there need be no fear as to the comm.
pleteness of the icount."
The enumerators are proceeding
Read the pain formula on the box of Quent address, expressing in sympa-Pin- k systematically and taking every prePain Tablets. Then ask yourjthetic words the appreciation felt by caution that no one entitled to be
Doctor if there is a better one. Pain j all, of the high character and conspicu-mean- s enumerated as a citizen of Las Vecongestion blood pressure jous virtues of the deceased, and
gas is left out. It is earnestly hoped
Dr. Shoop's Pink Painjdering to his memor the highest
that the people will
The
check head pains, womanly jbute of respect and honor.
heads of every business firm should
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and;
Begins Service.
see that every employe is enumeratsee! 20 for 25c. Sold by StriplingFormer Governor Prince then com- ed. If they have the
slightest doubt
Burrows Co.
menced the introductory portion of the with reference to anyone
they are reMasonic burial service generally used quested to settle the matter
by callin the lodge room or residence, including up the supervisor's office at Santa
ing a touching prayer for the afflicted Fe. All doubtful cases should be refamily; and the casket was then con- ported at once by phone or post card.
veyed to Fairview cemetery. The MaOnly the names furnished by the
sonic procession led by a regimental
people can be used. Enumerators ar- hand and a company of militia pre- not allowed to surmise
anything. The
sented an imposing appearance while
government accepts cold facts and
many friends accompanied the funeral
nothing else. The limited time in
cortege in carriages.
which to do the work renders it imAt the cemetery a striking and afportant that all information possible
fecting feature of the ceremony was should be given enumerators on their
the presence of the entire U. S. Indian first call.
school, consisting of all the teachers
The penalty for refusing to receive
and hundreds of boys and girls who enumerators is
very severe. The sulined the principal avenue on either
pervisor has no desire to invoke the
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED side. This was a special token of ac
aid of the law, but if it should beteam, Is what we send out from this knowledgement from Mr. Crandall of come necessary for him to do so ofLIVERY.
fenders will have to face the courts
We send a driver, too, If desired.
and not the supervisor. He has taken
What more invigorating than a lively
an oath to that effect and will use
is mteresuiu aua snouM know
his utmost endeavors to make a comabout the wonderful
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
UWARVELWhirlingSpray
bright day.
plete enumeration. His instructions
It being Spring makes the occasion
iii'st m obi coirven- - jare explicit and leave him no alterna
lent. It cleanses
more enjoyable.
t instantly.
tive.
Take a ride and be happy.
Mr f our drugprlBtforlt.
The taking of every census up to
It be cannot supply the
and
accept no
MARVEL,
including that of 1870 required a
other, hnt send ttanm for
WILLIAMS 4.
Illustrated book sealed. It friTej Wil,
The three following decades
year.
M
infull nni'H'Tllnra ,nH Hiranlinn.
took a month each, and this year a
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
month is again the limit of time in
the rural districts, and in the cities
it is fifteen days. In 1890 it took four
years and ten months to prepare and
publish the report. In ,1900 it took
one year and seven months. It is said
that probably this year the figures can
be given out in less time. Bulletins from time to time will be issued
by the census department giving the
population of cities and states and
other interesting information.
Says the Stanley Index:
"In a letter from W. J. Morgan, census enumerator for the Stanley and
Otto precincts, the latter states that
When any dealer offers you a $425.00 piano for $197, there is somethe
work is progressing very nicely
thing wrong. The goods must be second hand or defective in some
and
that he .will probably finish up
way. Beware of false bargains, you will regret it in the end.
this precinct next week and then will
We are now offering you the best values for your money iever
take up the Otto district. Mr. Morgan
offered in Santa Fe by a responsible piano dealer. Call and see
says that, so. far, the people have re
our line of pianos. Call and hear the wonderful Cable Inner Player.
him very kindly and have given
ceived
old
will
We
take your
piano in exchange and you can pay the balmm every assistance possible, for
ance in small monthly payments.
which he is deeply grateful."
east-boun-

I

the fact that when Mr. Joseph was a
member of Congress he secured the
establishment of the school and thus
became the father of the institution.
Governor Prince then proceeded
with the burial service in an impressive manner, one of the features interesting to those not familiar with
the ceremony being the procession of
Masons around the open grave while
each brother threw upon the casket a
of
sprig of evergreen, emblematic
eternity and of the fadeless memory
of the departed.
:
The Masonic pallbearers
Miguel A. Otero, Territorial
Secretary Nathan Jaffa, A. A. Jones,
Thomas P. Gable, Mayor Arthur Selig-maand J. V. Mayes. The honorary
pall bearers were: Judge X. B. Laugh- lin, O. A. Larrazolo, A. B. Renehan, E.
C. de Baca, Romulo Martinez and Julian A. Martinez.
And so they left him; with sorrow-itheir hearts, tears in their eyes and
upon their lips a God bless and keep
you in His everlasting care. While
the opening buds of springtime decorated the surroundings, and the April
sunshine cast its rays into the newly
made grave, seemingly as a benediction from the Almighty gathered upon
the spirit of Antonio Joseph.
n

Cortege.

States.

Doan's

MASONIC

All of the U. S. Indian School
Children Were in Funeral

n

Remember the name
take no other.
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CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,

TIES, PARASOLS

GUARANTEED.?

Phone 132 Red.

WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA

PRICES REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

1

SPECIAL
I
SALE

lkm

GLOVES

ETC

& EMBKUH'KHUSS

SPECIAL 1
SALE I

just received our new Stock of this
embroiddfKiNU ana ?umivic.k
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and

We have
designs.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

San Antonio, Texas, April 23. For
the purpose of taking from this city
the leadership in population, Houston
and Dallas, are making every effort to
get many people on the census rec
ords as 'possible. Special enumerators
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
are being employed by them and the
census officials are given every assistDenver Colorado.
ance possible in bringing every name
to paper. However, this city has not
There Is no cough medicine so pup-ula- r overlooked the matter and is employ
as Foley's Honey and Tar. It ing similar methods to get all of its
never fails to cure coughs, colds, poplation counted.
While Houston
croup and bronchitis. Sold by Stripling-- may be a very close second to San An
New
A. M.
Burrows
Co.
tonio in the final count i t is not
Catron Block
anta Fa, N. M.
thought that Dallas will come within
INVITE COLONEL ROOSEVELT
8,000 of the leadership.
TO ATTEND CONGRESS.
San Antonio, Texas, April 23. The
council of this city has Invited Theorives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
TO AND FROM SOSWELU.
dore Roosevelt to attend! the sessions
Connection made wltn Automobile fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Commercial'
of the
tine at Torrance for Roswell daily, Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
to be held in this city in No-- .
, Congress,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autovember of the present year. It Is exwell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
pected that Mr. Roosevelt will accept
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Rob- If you are In need of anything, trv
the invitation.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar a New Mexican Want Ad.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE, Manager for

Trans-Mississip-

Mexico.

SATURDAY, APRIL
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The New Mexican Printing comTHE WAY THE FOURTH SHOULD
BE CELEBRATED.
pany has prepared civil and criminal
ex dockets especially for the use of jusSome of the Xew Mexican's
are
tices of the peace. They are especialprepara
urging
PUBLISHERS.
COMPANY
already
MEXICAN
PRINTING
changes
THE NEW
celebration
an
enthusiastic
tion
for
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
P.
FRANK
STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
much
either Spanish or English, made o
of
Fourth
Annually
of
July.
Vice President
Editor and President.
na
the
is
for
observing
good record paper, strongly and durspent
money
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- ,
tional holiday and if such celebration ably bound, with leather back and
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the town would attract more people expect visitors from the north in suf- - but when forest reserves include
and garner in more shekels than it ficient quantities to make such a lands that are treeless and never will
would if half a dozen leather tanner- venture profitable, you should use have trees, they hamper the. growth of nilf1li lli
ies were located here. How the every possible effort to maintain the the west. The west should remember
wealthy outsider looks at this propo- objects of interest which have been that it is President Taft and his secre-givesition may be gauged from the followyou by the ancients.
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"I know of no city in the United sanitation and clogged up drains, and a line from Fort Garland to Santa Fe
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What other 1910 Resolu
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portant fought in the Southwest.
northerners.
Sooner or later, Uncle Sam, Colorado
Gradually they have in the public view.
torn down these old historic buildings
and Texas, would follow with monuThink it oveiisn'tKATJNE
That farming pays in Xew Mexico ments on this field which is ideally
have taken
and modern
& Co, the loKical store for you
has been demonstrated very striking- located for a
their places.
great park.
to patronize through 1910. '
ly by the College of Agriculture and
old
"Xew Orleans is fast losing its
Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park. In
Xew Mexico does not thank Repreinterest; it is becoming simply a the winter of 1904, the agricultural de
northern city; there is no special rea- partment of the school bought a new sentative Stephens for his efforts to
son why any one should go there to farm on the condition that it should have the Geronimo Apaches returned
New Mexico. The Apaches may hi
nee anything; and unless they wish to be paid out of the
products raised on to
with it. The tract of land
revel in malaria, be
was exceedingly civilized Dy tnis time, out tne memory
high humidity or have some important rough and it took much work to re- - that their trail of blood left in this
& COMPANY
business to attract them, they might duce the soil to bearing condition. Territory is still too bitter to make it
as well go Into any rice swamp as Xew Nevertheless, the last note was paid expedient to have the Apache settle
Orleans.
after five years of crops and $1,000 sur- - down as neighbors to people who were
"This sacrilegious treatment of the plus was on hand to pay for putting robbed of loved ones by their cruelty
and
ancient you must avoid. If you are to up a corral.
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OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ali parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
rate of three
private. Interest allowed ori time deposits
on
Liberal
or
time.
six months'
per cent, per annum,
years'
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
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of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
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For Best Laundry Work

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
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Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephcns Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
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THE REST.

FULL COURSE MEALS FRM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot

We Are
Now

snpper ready to eat and you will not have to
Onr increasing patronage is the
wait.
best
that we merit

Serving

yours.

proof

HERRERA
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FIRST CLASS CAFE

$1.00
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A DAY AND

ALL MODERN

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The oniy first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service,'
hieu,

qualitf

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
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HERE IS AVERY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
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PHONE 26
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Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Eurned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
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MANY HAVE LOST

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

M. E. Gage, a rancher from Aztec,
is at the Palace.
J. II. Maxim, of Miami, Ariz., is a
sightseer in the city.
W. R. Rafter, a Kansas City sales- jnian, is at the Palace.
Jeremiah Metzgnr, a tourist from
Toledo, is at the Palace.
J. R. Carter, a traveling man from
Denver, is at the Palace.
D. F. Murphy a tourist from the
Windy City, is at the Palace.
.ir. ana .Mrs. c. u Smith ot buck-- j
man, are at the Coronado hotel.
District Attorney Alexander Read of
j Tierra Amarilla,
is here on business.
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When you HIDE YOUR MONEY are you not always SCARED? You will
act so that people will know you have money and follow you, and find
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money.
Besides, money draws interest in our bank and makes you MORE
MOXEY.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

O

C- -

&

CO.

TRUST

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

-I-

NSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
Ws have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

ZSZrtSS$Z$L

St.

Phono.' Red No. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment

IE

A I. SO

Dealers in Furniture

PINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs

- FOR

seP

THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
aad hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car-ts

Tneyare GRE VT!!
Look over oar stock and see if there isn'i
something to interest you.

RBI
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-
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are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
archiall sensible, wide-awatects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
ke

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in

the very best qualities.

Charles W. Dudrow

& Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

STRIPLING-BURROW- S

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED

Sgffl

FISCHER DRUG

CflWPM

-

ness man from the Duke City, is at
uregg s noiei.
Mounted Policeman .1. B. Rusk has
returned from a visit to Chama, Rio
Arriba county.

lading pcints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if ycu use "SEWALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUNSHINE" inside finishes,

Mrs. C. L. Castle will leave next
week of Oakley, Idaho, where she will
join her husband.
Edward Ehle, a real estate dealer of
Las duces and formerly of this city,
is at Gregg's hotel.
Alfredo Lncero, county commissioner of Santa Fe county and who resides
in Santa Cruz, is at the Claire hotel.
Frank Farmer, special agent of the
general land office, left today on a
visit with relatives at Globe, Ariz.
Judge John R. McFie will leave tomorrow for Mora to open court on
Monday In that place. Xext Saturday
he will go to Taos for a similar

When you paint ycu want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Cur paints are made frcm the BEST white
lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination tbat lasts

fcr

years!

WE GUARANTEE THEM.

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,

turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.

Mrs. Page B. Otero went to Albuquerque yesterday to be at the bedside of her husband who is ill with
pneumonia but is reported much better today.
Mrs. E. J. DeArcy and baby son, last
evening arrived at Girard, Kan., where
she will visit her parenls for a month.
They left here over the Xew Mexico
Central on Thursday.
Mrs. Mike O'Neill is seriously ill at to be read on that occasion; and it is
ner Home at the Cash Entry mine near club, a well as liuestshrdluetaoinsh
Cerrillos. Dr Robert Smart of Albu- - durable that all members of the
iquerque arrived last night to consult, flub as well as guests should be
with Cerrillos physicians in regard to prompt in attendance.
her case.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls entertained
Miss Adelaide Green of Gallup, for- a card party at their home Tuesday
in
merly of this city, has been seriously night. The house was decorated
ill with penumonia. Her mauy friends pink and white carnations. Peach
were in t'hc
will be glad to know, .however, that blossoms in profusion
she is improving and will probably be hallway and dining room. Both bridge
and u'OO were played and there were
out in the near future.
F. A. Su'.livan, the world famed em- - two score of players. Mrs. Jaffa won
balmer, who prepared Queen Victoria the bridge prize a handsome bouquet
John Jacob Astor, General Grant, and of pink roses and Mrs. McFie receiv- the prize in the 5i0 game. It was
other noted persons for burial, is reg-.'e- d
tistered at the Palace. His home is in a larere bouauet of red roses. The af- Salt Lake City.
fair was one of the most brilliant and
The Saturday Card Club met this enjoyable of the present season.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Samuel
The Ladies Auxiliary to the School
Cartwright. The guests, besides the of Archaeology held theri first meetmembers of the club, were: Mrs. ing on Monday. Great interest was
Samuel Eldodt, of Chamita, Mrs.
shown in the work and surprise at
Mrs. Walter and Mrs. Nuding. what had been accomplished in so
Special Agent Elmer Marsh of the short a time. The Puye room has been
census bureau left this forenoon for open to the public for some time and
Santa Clara", San Juan, Taos, Dulce any one who has seen must acknowland from there will go to Delta, Colo., edge that the paintings in that room
to look after the taking of the census alone are worth more than all the
of the Utes in Colorado.
money so far expended. While lookPaul A. F. Walter, Jr., this morning ing at them one forgets they are in
took a party of boys in an automobile the west far from the seat of art.
to the top of the Divide over the Sena The paintings for the Rito de Los
or Circle Drive and they spent the day Frijoles room are ready and are as
picnicking in celebration of the ninth fine, if possible finer than those in
birthday anniversary of their youth- tihe Puye room. The problem now is
ful host.
to raise the money immediately needFelix Martinez, of El Paso, Texas, ed to place them in the rooms set
principal owner of the Albuquerque apart for that purpose. It is time now
Tribune-Citizeand said to be the for Santa Fe to show its appreciation
leading aspirant among the Democrats of the benefit and honor in having the
for one of the first U. S. Senatorships museum placed here. The members
from Xew Mexico, called on Governor of the auxiliary wiil endeavor to seMills today.
cure members and in other ways to
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. raise money in order to have the
Gable has returned from a trip to Ar- paintings which are now ready p'aced
royo Hondo and Taos. He reports in permanent position
where they
prospects of a bumper fruit crop in may not only be seen by the public
that section and a large increase in but be safe from
damage.
the area of the land placed under culin
Governor
of
Honor
and Mrs.
Party
tivation.
W. J. Mills.
Royal Easley, Tony Luna, John RobOne of the social events of the seaerts, Alfonso Martinez, Arthur Martinez and .Tacobo Lucero comprised a son took place Thursday night when
party of boys who drove to Monument Former Governor and Mrs. L. Bradtheir
of
number
invited
a
Rock in the Santa Fe canon this after-- ! ford Prince
noon and will camp for the night, ex- friends to meet Governor and Mis
pecting to return tomorrow evening. Mills at their home, 111 East Palace
The Fifteen Club was the guest yes- avenue. Engraved invitations were
terday of Miss Massie on Lincoln ave- sent out ten days before the appointnue. Mrs. Rapp presided. After quo- ed day and on each was written: "To
tations Mrs. Marsh read, a paper on meet Governor and Mrs. Mills."
The beautiful Spanish home of Mr.
"Airships" and Miss Massie read, "The
Fall and Rise of Constantinople." and Mrs. Prince, containing so many
Current events closed the session treasures of art and historic interest
which proved of great interest. The was even more beautiful than usual
club will meet next Friday with Mrs. for in it was the breath of spring. The
L. Bradford Prince.
big chandelier in the museum had a
The Fifteen Club will meet at the halo of sniilax around it and the perresidence of Mrs. Prince, Palace ave- fume of apple, peach and wild currant
nue, on Friday, April 29th, at half past blossoms delighted the nostrils and
two o'clock sharp, as the beautiful
Continued on Page Eight.)
drama entitled "Lords and Lovers" is

IANTAFE HARDWARE

k SUPPLY CO.

Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
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Mal-leso-

Ornamental Doors.

TIJI

busi-

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what ycu want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

o

KIRCHBAUM
READY-To-WE-

AR

ANY PRICE.

$1

po'-siM-

PAY

ARE ALL WooL-HAN- D
FITTING. THE
CLoTHE.5 To BE HAD AT

CLOTHED

TAILORED-FOR- M

BE-5-

2,50 To $20.00.

YoU CAN PAY MoRE IF YoU WANT To.
THAT'S YOUR dUINEJ.

W. N. TOWNSFNH

X,

OURMoTTO; "LIVE AND LET LIVE."

e

CLARENDON
l"5 A D n C

UAI1E1

T

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS. CHOICE APPLES NOW.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

SS'S

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks mul White Vyandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean w holesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis Rerni9 nor Ptomaine poisoning.

E0iS

FOR HATCHING.

A few choice cockerels for sale

Hour Electric ervice
n and After Ma rch 1st.
Wist up those ::dak places 2,SSfaafoLfron$
as

Santa Fe Water

AND

light Company

f.Qi
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
Just now United Staes and
Germany enable our people in Canada
to compete in the shipment of grains,
cattle, butchered meats, and other
necessities. For instance in Ireland,
the most paying industry is the rearing of fat cattle for market in Liverpool. We could get much more for our
cattle, if there was a tariff protection
such as you have here. The recent
land act is having the result of dividing up the larger tracts of land
and there are many more small farms
than formerly. The usual peasant farm
is about seven to ten acres. Such
farms permit the owners to live from
the income derived, but thy can not
make a surplus. Some of the farmers
have as much as thirty acres and they
live quite comfortably. The very large
estates are composed of three or four
hundred acres and bring good incomes to their owners, who generally
country.
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
Friend is used as a massage for the muscles, tendons and glands
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful lini
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
muscles on which the strain is greatest, prevents caking of the breasts by keeping the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
Its regular use will prepare every portion of the system for the safety of both
mother and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
contains valuable information for expectant mothers.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, CA

HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.

J. R. Carter, L. E. Yeast, Denver;
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla; W.
R. Kaffer, Kansas City; M. E. Gage,
Jeremiah Metzger, Toledo; F.
Aztec;
llOonneets with K. P. S. W. Ry, train Xo.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p. m, A.
Sullivan, Salt Lake City; D. F.
Connects with E.P.AS.W. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a.m.
SStage for Vim Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston X. M.
Murphy, Chicago.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
Claire.
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH BOUND:
No. 1. 4.48 a. in,
Xo, 8. 10.44 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. John McWincell, Corn11
11
m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No,
p,
ing, N. Y.; J. H. Green Elias Jones,
Track connection with A. T. & S, V. By. at Raton and Preston with 0. 4 S. Ry. at
Des Moines K. P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, X M, and Cimarron fc Northwestern at
H. B. Pooler, Raton; T. S. ' Alford,
X.
M.
or
is
station
which
Ocate, Miami, Rayado
following
Cimarron,
depot
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Joseph Jones, Denver; George C.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Caley, Las Vegas; H. A. Bady, St.
Klissnbf
Red
Black
Ranchos
de
thtown.
Lakes,
Lobo,
Taos,
Oerro,
Questa,
Raldy
Louis.
River City, Talpa, Tnos and Twining.
'Daily. fFlag, f Daily except Sunday
Gregg.
George Arnot, Albuquerque; W. R.
E. J. DEDMAIM,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
Brown, El Paso; J. B. Rush, Chama;
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
V. W. Tull, Chicago; D. J. Splane,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. t
City; James T. Jones, Chicago; William J. Gray, Albuquerque;
Edward
Ehle, Las Cruces; T. F. McCall, Denver.
Coronado.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Smith, Buckman;
Chafles Welch, Bisbee; J. H. Maxim,
Miami, Ariz.; Julian Ortiz, Velarde;
F. Gibbs, of the Denver & Rio Grande;
E. Kleist, Germany; Alfredo Lucero,
Santa Cruz.
I"7

8t

88

f7 18
7 35

fi

f8

Ute Park, X. M.. I.v;

Ar

94

8

9

2- -

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System

The Best Route

-

The old fashioned way of dosing
a weak stomach or stimulating the
Heart or Kidneys is all wrong. Dr.
Snoop first pointed out this error. This

is why his prescripticn-- Dr.
Shoop's
Restorative is directed entirely to
the cause of these ailments-t- he
weak

2
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showed some disposition to follow the
increase of the debt due to the panic
of 1S93 and the war with Spain. This keep them in pastures and rear catincrease in circulation was slow and tle. However, as long as there are
gradual, but it was not obviously many such estates, there can not be
checked by the reduction of the debt many small farms, since we have not
after 1899. The reason for this must a large farming area. Dry farming is
be sought in the special advantages being done successfully in some secto the banks afforded by the 2 per tions of Ireland and small tracts of
cent bonds issued under the refunding land are being cultivated in that man-laof 1900, which, according to thejner.
charts, left to the banks by 1907 the
"The curse of our country today is
s
licini-ilhoreiilftBio
of the til
custody of more than
.uuv
1.117 JJVVJ.C c War oararo.
DCV1V
.biuuuio. Tli
bonded debt, where, as recently as ly from its ravages and steps are un1899, they had held less than
der way in all parts of the island to
curb the disease. The old cottages
This chart bears a close relation to with thatch roofs are being generally
that of the deposits of public money torn down and modern sanitary cotin the banks, which were also secured tages are being built by the land
uy united scales Donas aown to me owners. A propaganda of fresh air
year 1902, when different classes of and cleanliness has been begun and
securities were accepted by Secretary many prominent people are interested
Shaw. The diagram showing the net. in the movement to beter the health
balance in the treasury and the pro- - conditions of the peasants. Funds are
portion in the custody of the banks is being provided to take indigent suf-- a
series of mountain peaks and depres- - ferers from the disease, to sanitar-sionin which the sky line of the de- - iums and better- climatic conditions,
posits follows roughly, though at a but in spite of the work done thus
considerable distance, the line of the far, the disease is gaining ground,
"Ireland is torn by four political
highest altitude of the treasury bal-ance. Deposits with the banks, except parties, the Liberals, one led by John
during the refunding operations of Redmond and the other by O'Brien,
1S79, were not an important factor un- - who controls the men from Cork and
til 1888, and declined during the treas- - the south of Ireland,
ury penury of 1893, only to assume
thlnk that we wm obtajn many
mucti nigner elevations wun tne ac- concessions in tho lino nf hnmo Tnle
cumulation of a surplus and the pres but we wil, never be alowed
lete
sure of a tight money market in 1898 home rule
the governrnent. I base
and the following years.
views on tn fact that England
0ne of the sisniflcant facts brought fears to grant us home rule because
PnnCiPal She belleVeS 511 CaSe
Chan ShWinS
War- - She W0"ld
items of resources and liabilities of. the
in
flnd
a
hostile
and WP
Ireland
.
.
camp
,
:I
e
i
i
CP...
national Danus is tne manner in wnicn .
"
total deposits have gained over indi-- j
nd
The difference con-.- t
vidual deposits.
rhint vm, .ni hav
h1, ,,tv
sisT j deposits by banks in other
.
I am coming back to see
.
stitulions, representing in
a duplication of credit Tho Mexico."
two-third-
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Columbia,

Montana,

Nevada, Oregon & Washington

Match 1st. to April 15th
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FRESH EGGS

CREAM
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it neglected.

It

poiions

Describe your case arjd get our$lC00
Aririrecs Rr s a r. il u m i c v c
D

747 S. Main St. LOS turn Vs

MAIL THIS TO SOMF
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WITH
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T
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CANCER

"M"

FRATERNAL

c.

healing,
Try
Co.

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

ular
communications
first Monday of eacl
a month a Masonic ha'.i
at 7.30 y m
TT

m

TT

T. ATH

T

A

XT

Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
R. A. M.

ARTHUR
ON

Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy liquid or tablet form. Dr. Shoop's booklet on Rheumatism plainly and interestingly tells just how this is done.
Tell some sufferer of this book, or
better still, write Dr. Snoop, Racine,
Wis., for the book and free test samples. Send no money. Just join with
Dr. Snoop and give some sufferer a
pleasant surprise. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.

INVESTORS ARE PREJUDICED
AGAINST LAWS OF TEXAS.

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
l, ii.. t. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
J.

A. MASSIE.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

E. C.

Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
VeneraDle Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
14th degree.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Railroad Magnate Says That They Are holds its
regular session on the secNot as Rabidly
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn
as Represented.
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
Exalted Ruler.
San Antonio, Texas, April 23. That J. D. SENA,
Secretary.
the laws of Texas are not rapidly anticapitalistic was the burden of a speech
Yoakum the well known
Knights of Pythias.
ludue y
rnilrnart mnn ot tho
- first oossinn nf Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
the Texas Industrial Congress held in Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
this city. Mr. Yoakum deplored the Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-- "
prejudice manifested in many financial
circles against Texas investments. ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
He said in part:
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
"The geratest difficulty with which
Texas must contend, and one of the
most important things needing attention is the prejudice of investors
against the laws of Texas. Texas laws
are not understood. They compare
favoraD,y with the laws of other
states. While not as broad and liberal
in all respects as the laws of some
stales, the modifications desirable are
Summer Excursion Rates
limited. With these changes made the
intent of our laws would be made plain
to outside investors and for this reason the necessary corrections ought to
LOS ANGELES
-

,

--

j

SAN DIEGO,

$3.50 Recipe Cures

$35.20

Weak Kidneys, Free

SAN FRANCISCO

Relieves Urinary and Kidney
Troubles, Backache Straining.
Swelling, Etc.

One vay via
PORTLAND or

M

ummmmmmnm
ummm y

is certain

ana KILLS QUJCKL.
f'1'
We send youuiinpn
$5 for every
patient

7:30 p. m.

..

f.,ioir,

fill

ANY LUMP IN WOMAN'S BREAST

s

Rheumatic poisons are quickly and
surely driven out of the blood with

l

n

SOME

anti-septi-

hr

1""'

M.

TO

and bladder disorders, are
strengthening and
them. Sold by Stripling-Burrow-

.

s

nP!.
ralll

WEITE

I

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

lh f

Hundreds

Good results always follow the use
of Foley's Kidney Pills. They give
prompt relief in all cases of kidney

I

EMEU & RIO GRANDE H.H

VIA

Tfstfaaenislt

will write yon that WE
PAVED THEIR I.IVES.

1

0,

Idaho,

Any Tumor, Lump or
Sore on the lip, face
or body six mor'hs is
Cancer. ThEY NEVER
PAIN until last starr-- .
B 00 K sent free with

s,

THE

California,

Sure, Painless Method
No Pay UNTIL CURED
No Fraud.
KoXRay.

-

G.F.&P.

Stations in British

Cancer Cm

has been threatened."
The audience addressed by Mr. Yoakum represented practically every industrial and commercial interest in
Texas.

11

Dr.
Shoop's
ms'
Test it a few days, and see! Improve- - dlferen
bfween h.tw
and
total
deposlts
A.
ndeft1!rS;
indmd"l
ment will promptlv and surely follow.
its which was less than $200,000,000
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
El Paso Texas.
in 1878, still stood at only about 82o0,- .
000,000 after the panic of 1893. The
THE PUBLIC DEBT
was greater during periods
difference
AND BANK CIRCULATION.
of expansion in 1883 and 1892, but it
Relation Discussed by Special Assist- was not until after 1896 that the lines
of separation began to draw wide
ant of the National Monetary
In the summer of 1899 total deapart.
Commissioner.
posits, which stood above $3,500,000,-00showed an excess above individWashington, D. C, April 23. The
relation between the public debt and ual deposits of a round billion of dol- the circulation of the national banks lars, and with the increase of total deis brought out in a graphic manner Vosks dj anorner Diuion m xt6 men
in some of the charts prepared by Dr. excess over individual deposits naa
The eve of
MA. Piatt Andrew, special assistant to risen to $1,350,000,000.
of 190.',
summer
the
in
the
panic,
National
Commission,
Monetary
(the
at
found
$0,200,000,000,
total
deposits
which have just been made public
The chart which olots the relation of hich was nearly $2,000,000,000 above
total o individual deposits. It is
circulation to national banking capital
rand United States bonds outstanding tue snarP downward dip of nearly
he-- $400,000,000 in total deposits witht.1 a
shows the exeatest rlivera-enptween banking capital and circulation fpw months, while individual deposits
.
i
1000
toil dv oniv jzuu.uuu.uuu. wnicn mtu- ..or
1JIlal ""
OF
000'"
c",es the character of the p assure of
be000,000 and circulation had fallen
reserve
low ?laU,lHHJ,UUU. iTlOr tO 1882 the tne interior.. banks upon their
.
summer
oi
autumn
and
tne
in
agents
progress of capital and
1907.
shown
had
from
only
Ol
slight departures
parallel lines, capital funds at that
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
time exceeding circulation by about
case of kidney and bladder troub- any
$200,000,000.
8
Then came the gradual
or medicine.
widening of the distance between the le not beond the reach
more.
do
Sold by
can
No
medicine
two items until 1893, when the effort
Co.
to stave off the panic caused a gradual Stripling-Burrom- s
TO
increase in circulation, in spite of the
decline of the capital and surplus IRELAND'S GREATEST CURSE
IS TUBERCULOSIS,
funds of the banks during the foltwo
or three years. By the diflowing
Roof
Cottaaes
ference between the two items had Picturesque Thatch
Are Making Way for Sanitary
been reduced to about $400,000,000.
Houses.
WTith the refunding law of 1900, which
introduced the 2 per cent bonds, came
Albuquerque, N. M., April 23
SELLING DATES
"The most noticeable thing I have
an increase in issues which much
more than doubled the circulation be-- ; found in the United States by way of
tween 1898 and 1908 and narrowed the contrast with Ireland is the lack of
difference between circulation and civility among the railroad ticket
agents and trainmen," said Walter J.
.capital to- about $300,000,000.
The relation between the outstand-- i H. Campbell, a young man who hails
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
ing public debt and the circulation has direct from Atlhlone, Ireland, where the
to be traced in connection with sod is the greenest, the sky the bluest
'
changes in the character of the debt, and the brogue the thickest.
Mr. Campbell will visit his aunt,
as
well as in the amount. As late as
v
1
f T1 fTT llTIVf AA ATlllTin I f
TIT T
f t
t
nrtmn n n
AbU dlKl bUUinWESTEKN 1875
tiff MMIUU ItilllKAL aflQ
resumption act was (Mrs. Dillon Masterson at her ranch at
circulation was Watrous and from there will go to
passed, the bank-not- e
not a fifth of the debt. The decrease Mexico. Later he will return and comRETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4K a. m.
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. ju.
Leaving El Paso8.00a. m.
of the debt down to 1883 by nearly plete a tour of the United States, visArriving Santa Fe 9.45 p. m.
'$500,000,000 did not at once cause a iting Chicago, Washington and other
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
contraction of the circulation: but the principal cities.
Mr- Campbell
is an entertaining
influence of the decrease in the debt
points in Somhern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
talker
discussed the con-- j
and
shown
iwas
freely
deafter
that date by a
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
cline in the circulation from about trast between Ireland and this country
$3GC0,000,000
in 1883 to $170,000,000 in f"m his view point.
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
1891. After the latter date circulation ' "l am not Sin& t0 stay ln America
Santa-F8 46 a.m.
leave
Will
j
likA manv of mv countrymen." he
Kansas Olty 6,60 p. m. next day
1
llO. 4i Arrive atat Chicago
80 a.m. 2nd day
said. "There is something about old
E. P. & S. W and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Ireland that makes me feel that I
never leave there for good.
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
e never had a good cup of cof- "i
,
nv&M
J. P. LYNG,
left home," he continued.
" " "
i
City Freight & Passenger Agent
.
over nere ine noieis ao not mane
hi i,.,,. - ., .,
'soinnia, with which 1 have been afflicted g00d coffee and tne wonder to me is
for twenty years, and I can gay that Cas-- that people will drink it. But I like
The New Aiextca.i Printing Com. carets
have given me more relief tiirvi
the United States and also Canada.1 I
uany has on hand a large supply of other remedy I have ever tried. I hha.iy
dl have received the greatest courtesy
pads and tablets suitable for school teiainiy recommena taem to mv ir.-i.--ia
from the American people I have met
work, the desk, and also for lawyers as being all that they are rf
and I am pleased at their democratic
&
Tlios.
Gillard, iiij'iu,
Hid merchants; good everywhere.
We
manners.
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Tasta r.nr.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.'
Do Good. Never
In Ireland and In fact throughout
Weaken or fin,
Telephone No 14 Red
50c. Never sold la bulk. T !io
If you want anything on earth try nlna 25c,
Great Britain there la tho same ponti- C C. GuaraulaeU
tablet
C
J
stamped
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
cure or your muuey bucic
U...
cal unrest that is apparent in this

ffers

23, 1910.

be made as soon as possible. Mew
laws or laws more favorable to the
investor, are not needed. A great deal
of the prejudice against Texas now
existing is not due so much to legislation in force than to legislation that

Restorative.3

ommend

APRIL

SATURDAY,

Stops Pain in the Bladder,
Kidneys and Back.
Wouldn't It be nice within a week- or m
begin to say goodbye forever to the scaldor tho frequent
ing, drlbblng. straining,
passage of urine : the,forehead and the
aches; the growing muscle
weakness: spots before the eyes; yellow
skin: sluggish bowels: swollen eyelids or
ankles; leg cramps; unnatural short
breath;
sleeplessnessand the despondency.
1 have a
for these troubles that you
can dependrecipe
on, and if you want to take a
you ought to write and
recovery,
cjulek
or it. many
a doctor would
gei a copy $3.90
for writing this pres- Just
you
charge
eription, hut I have it and will be glad to
send it to you entirely free, Just drop me a
lllne ike this: lr. A. K. Robinson, K 1247
Luck Building, Detroit. Mich., and I will
send it by return mail in a plain envelope.
As you will see when yon get it, this recipe
contains only pure food, harmless remedies,
but it has a great healing and pain conquer,
ingTf power.
will nnlnVlv nhnwUn .
use it, so 1 think you had better see what it
lg without delay. I will send
reeyou can use lt alul cure 'yourself t
Lome.

$45.20
SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B. C.

$55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address.
H. H, hVTZ, Agent
Santa Fe, N. M.
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remember that the chief blessings for
any nation is that it shall leave its
ON
seed to inherit the land. It was the
crown of blessings in Biblical times;
and it is the crown of blessings now.
CITIZEN Toe greatest of all curses is the curse
of sterility, and the severest of all
FOR SALK Fresh milch cows, 1
condemnations should be that visited
Jersey bull one milk wagon and harupon wilful sterility. The first essenness. K. Andrews.
Whether Republics Shall En tial in any civilization is that the
man and the woman shall be father
dure for All Time or
ii
FOR SALE One young
gentle
and mother of healthy children, so
broke to ride and drive. Adhorse,
Perish
that the race shall increase and not
dress T. V. Hanna, Lamy, X. M.
decrease. If this is not so, if through
no fault of the society there is failEnglish-Spanis- h
WANTED Experienced.
ROOSEVELT AT THE SORBONNE ure to increase, it is a great misforstenographer, apply Occidenttune. If the failure is due to delibal Life Insurance Company, Albuquererate and wilful fault, then it is not
que, X. M.
one
a
those
of
ComDares Civic Virtues and merely misfortune, it is
of
crimes of ease and
Duties in France and
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
shrinking from pain and effort and
Santa
Fe Irrigation and Improvement
United States.
risk, which in the long run nature punCo., maps and prices at Charles E.
month's Edison Record list is remarkable in that it
ishes more heavily than any other. If
Michael, Real Estate.
we of the great republics, if we, the
two new Grand Opeia stars of the .Manhattan Opera
Paris, April 23. In bis lecture today free
claim
who
emanhave
to
people
Colonel Theodore
at. the Sorbonne,
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex- New York Carmen Melis, prima donna; and (iustav
Roosevelt spoke on individual citizen cipated ourselves from the thraldom
; perience unnecessary. Sel
our brands
on
of
and
down
wrong
error,
bring
besides
reeorus
ship in the republics of France and our heads the curse
Huberdeau,
basso;
Blanche
j to the rettail
Write
trade.
by
Marguerita
Sylva,
pay.
Big
comes
that
upon
the United States. In part he sam:
for
full
once.
Globe
Arral
at
Riccardo
and
.Martin.
an
the
particulars
will
Hut
then
be
it
barren,
wilfully
not
from
us
in
the stand point of
my
only
"With you here, and with
Co., Cleveland. O.
Cigar
own home, in the long run, success or idle waste of breath to prattle of our
Grand
is
this
month's list remarkable. The biggest hit of the
Opera
failure will be conditioned upon the achievements, to boast of all that we
FOR REXT In most delightful part
have
done.
no
No
refinement
of
season,
life,
anybody here seen Kelly?" is on the Amberol (four
way in which the average man, the
of city,
house with
no
of
material
taste,
progdelicacy
or
his
her
does
duty
list and Billy Murray's newest success
average woman,
minute)
a
new
electric
no
sordid
College
bath,
cellar;
of
lights,
Boy"
ress,
riches,
heaping up
first in the ordinary, every day affairs
head-line- r
is
acre of
a
no
from
sensuous
and
rich
art
the
of
Standard
telephone,
garden,
development
occalist.
those
in
next
And
these
are
(two minute)
of life, and
great
small
young
fruits,
orchard,
sional crises which call for the heroic literature, can in any way compendealer
will
samples
this
just
your
on
wish
play
to
and acequia water, yards for 200
list,
anything
loss
sate
for
of
funda
the
you
the
city
great
must
be
citizen
The
virtues.
average
hear, on the Edison Phonograph.
hens, stable for horse and cow, room-foa good citizen if our republics are to mental virtues; and of these great
carpenter shop. Address L., New
succeed. The stream will not perma- fundamental virtues, the greatest is
the race's power to perpetuate the
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
nently rise higher than the main race.
source; and the main source of na"In short the good citizen in a re
WANTED Young men to learn autional power and national greatness is
tomobile business by mail and prepare
found In the average citizenship of the public must realize that he ought to
413 La Gipsy Mnzurkii Krossaise
Sousa' Rind
10.150
Narcissus
Sousa's Band
for positions as chauffeurs and repair
414 I Wish That You WasMyCial.Mnlly.ManucI
Homaiii
10151
nation. Therefore it behooves us to possess two sets of qualities, and that
Christmas Time Seems Years nod Years
415 Moonlight it) Junirlelamt
Collins and Harlan
men. We make you expert in ten
neither
avails
He
without
other.
the
Manuel
Koniain
Away
416 lias Anybody litre St.t'n Kc'lly?
do our best to see that the standard
loi.'.i TwoGiddyGoats.Miss Stevenson and Mr.Stanley
must
have
those
which
make
Chorus
weeks; assist, you to secure position.
and
Billy
Murray
qualities
1U.133
is
D
Dance
of the average citizen
Hungarian
kept high;
417 The Kiss Waltz (Saxaphonc)
. . 11. Hi'Mie
llcnlo-Victor Herlwrt and His Orchestra
Pay big; work pleasant; demand for
418 The Miilsliipinite
and the average cannot be kept high for efficiency; and he must also have
Peter Uawsou
10.154
A
He's
College Hoy . Billy Murray and Chorus
418 Beautiful Beekoning Hands
men
which
those
effi
direct
the
".5
great; reasonable; write for parqualities
is
Some
Miss
of
the
leaders
Marvin
Mr.
standard
Day
the
and
unless
Anthony
Kdison Mixed Quartette
Keturn of the Arkansas Tr 'vcler.
lot.
Ia'u Spencer
ticulars and sample lesson. Empire
ciency into channels for the public
a
4t0 The
F.ntr'Aetc
very much higher.
101.17
Farintosh
andJenney (Violin) Dang the Weaver
Vietor Herbert and His Orchestra
He is useless if he is inefficient.
Automobile Institute, Rochester, X. Y.
William Craig
431
By the Light of the Silvery Moon
"It is well if a large proportion of good.
M.ViR Come to the Ijind of Bohemia.
Maxwell
Joe
There
is nothing to be done with that
Aila Jones and Male Quartet e
10.1:.tf Just a Little King From You
the leaders in any .republic, in any type of citizen of whom all that can
Hi Down in Turkey Hollow
(ioldeu and Hughes
KNOWN' FIRM IX AMERICA. SELLAda Jones and Billv .Murray
Hi Strauss Memories Waltz .
democracy, are, as a matter of course, be said is that he is harmless. Virtue
lO.lliO That Levin' Kag
Sophie Tucker
ING GROCERIES BY SAMPLE TO
National
(I,oiic1oii)
Band
Military
10.101
I'nder the Tent American Standard Orchestra
drawn from the classes represented in which is
One Little Girl, Harvey Hindenneyer and ('horns
a sluggish
LARGE
VM! By t'.ie Light of the Silvery Moeni
upon
dependent
CONSUMERS.
Ada Jones
HAVE AX
Sc
Your
Be
Sins
as
arlet. Stanley t Gillette
4ij Though
this audience today; but only provid- circulation is not
JO.IIW Slop That Bag
Collinsand Harlan
4.'
Patrol Comhiuo.
American Standard Orchestra
ORIGINAL PLAX TO OFFER A FEW
impressive. There
Kn Route to Camp March
10.(64
ed that those classes possess the gifts is little
4
I'd Like to Be the Fellow that Girl is Waiting
place in active life for the
Aew lurk Military Band
SALESRELIABLE, IXDUSTRIOUS
For
lot; Maxwell
of sympathy with plain people and of timid
man. The man who is
4B The Sutt'ragette
Ada Jones and Leu Spencer
good
MEN", IN EVERY STATE, EXABLIXG
devotion to great ideals. You and saved
To
You
429
Waltz
Serenade
weakness from robust wickTHEM TO QUICKLY ESTABLISH A
Vienna Instrumental Quartette
those like you have received special edness byis likewise rendered immune
4.TO
The Man Who Fanned Casey
Uigbv Hell
PERMANENT BUSINESS OF THEIR
4.11
Characteristic Negro Medley. . Peerless Quartette
advantages; you have all of you had from the robuster virtues. The good
There are Kdison dealers every433
The Cubanola Glide
OWN, YIELDIXG A FIXE IXCOME.
the opportunity for mental training; citizen in a
where. Go to the nearest and hear
Collinsand Harlan with New York Military Band
republic must first of all
GOODS SOLD SUBJECT
TO FIVE
many of you have had leisure; most be able to hold his own. He is no
Kdison Phonograph play both
the
good
i DAYS
XO INVESTMENT
TRIAL;
of you have had a chance for the en- citizen unless he has the
Kdison Standard and Amberol
which
ability
FOR SAMPLES OR OTHERWISE;
Records. Get complete catalogs
joyment of life far greater than comes will make him work hard and which
B188 Tosra Vissi t'nrtc( PHcciufiSung in French.
from your dealer or from us.
COMMISSIONS ADVANCED: SEMIto the majority of your fellows. To at
Orehest ra acconi pan men t
him
make
will
The
need
fight hard.
Carmen Melis, Soprano
EXMONTHLY SETTLEMENTS;
Edison Phonogrpphs
.
you and your kind much has been giv- good citizen is not a
.
to $200.00
B189 Carmen
Habanera (Birr) Sung in French.
good citizen unEdison Standard Records
PERIENCE
'.i:
WE
Orchestra accompaniment
en, and from you much should be ex- less he is an efficient citizen.
UNNECESSARY;
Edison Amberol Records(play twice as long) .50
Marguerita Sylva. Soprano
YOU
TEACH
THE
BUSINESS.
pected.
BiHO
Coeur et la Main Bolero iLrcmq) Sung in
"There are plenty of men calling
Edison Grand Opera Records
.
.75 to $,'.00
French.
Orchestra
SALESMEN NOW ENGAGED IX A
not
who
accompaniment
"It is not the critic
counts;
themselves Socialists with whom, up
Blanche Arral, Soprano
SIMILAR LINE SHOULD INVESTIthe man who points out how the strong to a time point, it is quite possible
B191 Cavalleria Rusticana Brindisi (Afauaznt)
Does your Phonograph play Amberol
Sung in Italian. Orchestra accompaniment
GATE THIS.
REman stumbles, or where the doer of to work. If the next step is one which
REFERENCES
Records?
ask
If
dealer
about
our
not,
Kiccardo Martin. Tenor
your
&
B19S Mignon
.10HX
deeds could have done them better. both we and they wish to take, why
SEXTOX
Berceuse (Thomas) Sung in French.
QUIRED.
money savin? combination offer on Amberol
Orchestra accompanimeitt
IMPORTERS AXD WHOLEThe credit belongs to the man who is of course take it, without any regard
Records and the attachment to play them.
Giistavc Huberdeau, Baritone
SALE
LAKE
AXD
GROCERS,
actually in the, arena, whose face isj to the fact that our views as to the
NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH COMP NY, 75 Lakeside Avenue,
FRANKLIN STS. CHICAGO.
marred by dust and sweat and blood ; tenth step may differ. But, on the
Orange, N. J.
who strives valiantly; who errs, andj other hand, keep clearly in mind that,
The EdUon Busines. Phonograph will cut the ccst of your correspondence from eight cent, a letter
to at least tour cents. In some cases it has reduced this cost to as low as
comes short again and again, because though it has been worth while to take
cents
t
error and one step, this does not in the least
there "is no
shortcomings; but who does actually mean that it may not be highly disstrive to do the deeds; who knows the advantageous to take the next,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- great enthusiasm, the great devotions ;
"The good citizen will demand libwho spends himself in a worthy cause; erty for himself, and as a matter of
southern steers $3.75(3; 7.80; southern
CATRON & CATRON
who at the best knows in the end the pride he will see to it that others
cows $3.73(6.25; native cows and
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Latriumph of high achievement, and receive the liberty which he thus
heifers $J(&8; stockers and feeders
who at the worst, if he fails, at least claims as his own. Probably the best
Office: Catron Block
$4.75ff7; bulls $4.75(6.50: calves $4 Santa Fe,
fails while daring greatly, so that his test of true love of liberty in any
New Mexic
ff8.50; western steers $6S; western
place shall never be with those cold country is the way in which minoricows $4.250 6.30.
and timid souls who know neither vic- ties are treated in that country. Not
CHARLES F. EASLEY
man
Hogs
Market
on
iShame
nor
Receipts 1,000.
the
defeat.
tory
(Late
Surveyor General)
only should there be complete liberten higher. Bulk $9.109.30: (heavy
of cultivated taste who permits refine- ty in matters of religion and opinion,
Attorney-at-LaLost
in
till
the
Saloon
Drink
the
National
Bill
for
1909. $!).25?f 9.35; packers and butchers
ment to develop in a fastidiousness but complete liberty for each man to
Land and Mining business a specthat unfits him for doing the rough lead his life as he desires, provided How the American people pour Imperial Revenue down $9.l0i9.30; light $8.90f9.23; pigs $8 ialty.
t 8.50.
No sheep.
work of a workaday world. Among only that in so doing he does not
xew Mextaa
Santa Fe,
their throats in a Flood of Poison. Billions Squandered, Chicago, III., April
Rethe free peoples who govern them- wrong his neighbor.
selves there is but a small field of useceipts, 600; market, steady. Beeves
RENEHAN & DAVIES
during the year 1909.
$3.75? 8.70; Texas steers $4.75G.25; A. B. Renehan
fulness open for the men of cloistered MORE LAND OPEN
E. P. Davies
western steers $5.006.80; stockers
life who shrink from contact with
TO SETTLERS.
Attorneys-at-Laand feeders $3.806C.7O;
their fellows. Still less room is there
cows and
Total consumption of wines and liquors, 1,935,344,112 gallons.
Practice in the Supreme and Disfor those who deride or slight what Department of Interior Notifies Local
heifers $2.807.40; calves $0.75S.5O. trict Courts.
Total consumption, per capita, of liquors 21.SG gallons.
Mining and Land Law a
is done by those who actually bear
Land Office Where Lands Are
Total cost to the U. S. of her drink bill,' $2,106,476,850.
Sheep
Receipts, 1,000; market, specialty.
Office in Catron Block.
the brunt of the day; nor yet for those
We must not lose sight of the important fact that the whole of this steady. Natives $4.50S.35; western Santa Fe
Subject to Entry.
New Mexico
others who always profess that they
enormous expediture is waste, waste, WASTE. The men who spend this $4.00(5 8.35;
yearlings
$7.308.75;
would like to take action. If only the
The receiver and register of the magnificent sum of more than $2,000,000,000 get not one cent's worth in re
lambs native $7.759.SO; western $8
G. W. PRICHARD
conditions of life were not what they local land office have received a list! turn. THE
10.10.
LIQUOR BUSINESS FROM AN ECONOMIC STANDPOINT IS
are.
Attorney and Consellor-at-Laactually
of more lands which are thrown onen NOT A BUSINESS BUT A ROBBERY.
in all the District Courts
Practice
"I pay all homage to intellect and under the act of February 19, 1909.
The coinage of the U. S. mint never but once reached an eighth part of
and
to elaborate and specialized training The letter describing the lands is as two billion
attention to cases
gives
special
dollars in a year.
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
of the intellect; and yet I know I follows :
The total amount of money in circulation last year was only a little
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
shall have the assent of all of you Department of the Interior,
HOW THEY STAND.
more
than $3,000,000,000, or a possesion of $34.72 per capita for each man,
present when I add that more importGeneral Land Office.
woman and child in the U. S. and yet Kansas, our sister, who has practicant still are the commonplace, everyHOLT & SUTHERLAND
April 19, 1910.
National League.
ed
prohibtion longer than any other state except Maine has $113. C5 per
Attorneys-at-Laday qualities and virtues.
and
N.
M.
Santa
Receiver,
Fe,
Register
Won. Lost P. C.
in her banks for every man, woman and child in the state.
"Such ordinary, every-da- y
qualities
Practice
in the District Courts as
Gentlemen Pursuant to paragraph capita
1
5
.833
Philadelphia
Who can help exclaiming: "What fools these mortals be!" How long
include the will and the power to work 2 of the circular of December 14, 1909,
as
well
before
the Supreme Court of
4
1
.S00
to fight at need, and to have plenty under the enlarged homestead act of are we going to keep on being fools? How long are we going to allow this Pittsburg
the
territory.
4
2
Chicago
.667
of healthy children. There are a few February 19, 1909, the following list of waste to continue, and worse, to keep on making fools, idiots, imbeciles?
New Mexico
New York
3
3
.500 Las Cruces.
people in every country so born that lands subject to entry under said act How long will our government, by licensing evil, foster and produce povCincinnati
3
2
.400
they can lead lives of leisure. These is sent to you and you will at once erty, disease and crime? How long win Santa Fe continue to endure the Boston
E. C. ABBOTT
2
4
.333
fill a useful function if they make it
How long till our saloon men shall join in with every other good citAttorney-at-Lacomply with the instructions and reg- evil?
4
2
Brooklyn
.333
evident that leisure does not mean ulations contained in said circular.
izen for the up-liand the
and education of every boy in the City
Practice in the District and SuSt. Louis
1
5
.200
idleness. But the average man must
The lands listed were designated by of Holy Faith?
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
earn his own livelihood. He should the secretary of the interior, under
attention given to all business.
American League.
be trained to do so, and he should be ttie provision of the said act on
April
xew Mexice
Won. Lost P. C. Santa Fe,
trained to feel that he occupies a con- 1, 1910.
TEXAS REPUBLICANS MAY
Detroit- . . . ;
4
. .
2
.667
,
if
not
NOMINATE
TICKET.
he
does
do
temptible position
T 18 N., R 21 E, sections 1 and 2,
C. W. G. WARD
New York
3
2
.600
so; that he is not an object of envy in sec. 3, N 2 N 2 of SE
sec. 4,
Cleveland
Territorial District Attorney
4
3
.571
on
a
Office
to
Will
Into
if he is idle, at whichever end of the N 2 of NE
MONEY
Get
AND
METALS.
Very
Try
SE
sec.
of NE
Boston
4
3
.571 For San Miguel and Mora Counties
social scale he stands, but an object 12 E
Plank
Strong
New York, April 23. Call money St. Louis
of NW
E
2
2
New Mexico
.500 Las Vegas,
in
of contempt, an object of derision.
Their
Platform.
T. 19 N., R. 21 E, all of township
nominal; prime mercantile paper Philadelphia
3
3
.500
"In the next place, the good man not included in the Mora
4 5
grant.
per cent; Mexican dollars 44; Washington
3
5
EDWARD C. WADE
.375
should be both a strong and a brave
You will make the proper notations
San Antonio, Texas, April 23. In Amalgamated 74; Atchison 1121-8- ;
L
5
Attorney-at-LaChicago
..167
is
should
able
be
tot
that
he
man;
on the tract books in your office and view of the
York Central 125
Reading
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
probability that the Demo- New
in the Supreme and DisPractices
fight, he should be able to serve his on the margin of the plats.
1231-2- ;
Southern
125
Pacific
a
Courts
trict
of the Territory, in the
cratic
prohibitionist
party
may
put
as
need
if
the
arises.
a
soldier
country
Union Pacific 184
Steel 83
pfd.
Promptly acknowledge receipt of
Probate Court and before the II. S.
g
National League.
There are
on its ticket for governor, the Republi- 120
philosophers the communication.
Cincinnati at Chicago.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
who declaim against the unrighteouscan executive committee of the state
Very respectfully,
New York, April 23 Lead and cop; Offices.
Boston at Philadelphia.
ness of war. They are right only if
S. V. PROUDFIT,
has decided to enter the gubernatorial per nominally and unchanged; Silver
St. Louis at Pittsburg.-Brookly- n
Las Cruces
New Mexico
they lay all their emphasis upon the
Assistant Commissioner. election with a full ticket of its own, 53
at New York.
unrighteousness. War is a dreadful
nominations
minus
congressional
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
American League.
WILLIAM McKEAN
thing, and unjust war is a crime
One Conductor Who Was Cured
best to rewhich
been
has
it
thought
a
Chicago at St. Louis.
Attorney-at-Lasuch
23.
is
But
it
Wheat
Chicago,
against humanity.
April
May
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name, and serve for the presidential campaign. 104
Detroit at Cleveland.
1031-4- .
crime because it is unjust, not because
Mining and Land Law.
July
Corn May 58
it is war. The choice must ever be in he writes about it. "Some time ago The platform to be adopted will conTaos
Philadelphia at Boston.
New Mexico
July 61
New York at Washington.
62.
favor of righteousness, and
.
this I was confined to my bed with chronic tain a very strong
I
rheumatism.
two
bottles of plank, a provision which undoubtedly
used
Oats May 42
whether the alternative be peace or
W. A. FLEMING JONES
July 40
Watch for the Comet
whether the alternative be war. The Foley's Kidney Remedy with good ef- will result in many Democrats supPork May 22.021-2- ; July 22.121-2- .
Bonds and Investments
Lard May 12.47
12.35l-7- .
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
question must not be merely, Is there fect, and the third bottle put me on porting it. Charles W. Ogden of this
The Red Dragon of the sky. Watch
July
to he peace or war? The question my feet and I resumed work as con- city has been mentioned as the man
Ribs May 12.36; July 12.20.
the children for spring coughs and Judicial District of New Mexico.
must be, Is the right to prevail? Are ductor on the Lexington, Ky., Street most likely to be nominated for the
WOOL MARKET.
colds. Careful mothers keep Foley's
Eastern and local bank references.
the great laws of righteousness once Railway. It gave me more relief than governorship. Final action is expectSt. Louis, April 23. Wool steady: Honey and Tar in the house. It is the Las Cruces
New Mexico
more to be fulfilled? And the answer any medicine I bad ever used, and it ed within the next few days when
and western mediums 2224, best and safest prevention and cure
territory
from'a strong and virile people must will do all you claim In case of rheu- Cecil Lyon, state chairman of the Re- fine mediums 1820; fine 1114.
for croup where the need is urgent
R. W. WITTMAN
matism." Foley's Kidney Remedy publican executive committee, and
be 'Yes,' whatever the cost.
LIVESTOCK.
and immediate relief a vital necessity.
Draftsman
"Finally, even more Important than cures rheumatism by eliminating the several notional committeemen will
Kansas City, April 23. Cattle Re- Contains no opiates or harmful drugs.
furnished
of records on. file
Copies
even
more
ability to work,
important nric acid from the blood. Sold by hold a conference .with the Republi- ceipts 300; no southerns. Market Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striping-Burrow- s In the U. S.
General's Office
Surveyor
than ability to fight at need, Is it to Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
can leaders of Texas.
steady. Native steers $6.508.30;
.
Co.
- . New Mexice
Santa Fe,
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(Continued From Page Five.)

White and Yellow

Toward midnight the guests

4

11

F. ANDREWS

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER

COAL YARD

&

Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.
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Made front Grapes

Highest award Chicago
World's Fair
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mentis of Governor Bent, the first
governor of New Mexico. This document, which is naturally a souvenir
to be highly prized by the present
ch,cf executive of the territory, was
framed.
Mrs. Mills was presented
with n hanrlsome liniinnet of carna- tions and Marguerites Mrs. Jaffa re.
ceived one Qf pansies Mrs. Clancy
one of s,,ring iaCs while Mrs McFie
Mrg Ervkm an(J Mrs wilson all o
whom had assisted during the evening
werQ given each an antique japanese
ase Tne others ftt the party were
given as a soVeoir a round box of
oamly mled with pink and green
,daintles. 0n each box was inscribed
iu goM the date of the party The
score cards were in themSelves a
ting souveniv of tne affair. Each bore
a
portrait of a Fischer, a
Gibson or some other type of Ameri-ancan beauty and wrilten on the inside
in gold letters were the words: "To
Meet Governor and Mrs. Mills." The
cards were painted by Mrs. Wesley
:Bradfield of 119 Palace avenue.
Tll0se who attended the party Wi!ciared that it was particularly enjoy-Wilsoable beCause of the good humor that
prevailed and the apparent desire of
everyone to enter into' the mirth which
vas the keynote of the evening,
Jhe Guests.
hand-painte-

d

d

n

j
i

.

and

M
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Willi,
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Mm Secretary' and Mrs.
rinn.
tfnrno,r
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IA 11V.I.
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Mrs.
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Brookes, Judge and
McFie, Land
j Commissioner
and Mrs. Ervien, Judge
and Mrs. Abbott, Former Delegate
Thomas B. Catron, Former Governor
Otero, Special Agent and Mrs. L. O.
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After supper coffee was served in
museum, Mrs. Ervien and Mrs.
pouring. By the time the re- freshing beverage had been sipped the
wee small hours had arrived. ., Then
the prizes were announced. Mrs. Rapp
and Mr. Crandall won the prizes for
bridge and Mrs. Walter and Mr.
Walter had the highest score in the
game of five hundred .and each re- ,
.ceivea a prize.
Mrs. Prince, the hostess, then made
a humorous speech of presentation as'
she gave Governor Mills an exquisite
Florentine glass souvenir. Governor
Prince presented to Governor Mills a
document giving a list of the aiJnointethe
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YVRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
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ed to the dining room where supper
was served. The room, resplendent
in its treasures of antique china
plates all over the walls, was render- ed all the more beautiful by a color
scheme of green and pink, smilax and
ferns in profusion resting in the
center of the dining table. Large pink
ribbons suspended on either side from
the ceiling gave the effect of a swing,
if one's fancy roamed to the delights
of children at this time of the: year.
Former Governor Prince escorted Mrs.
Mills to a large chair in the center
to the right of the dining room and
which was decorated with smilax and
an om nag. men came governor
Mills with Mrs. Prince, and after them
the other guests. Mrs. Jaffa and Mrs.
Clancy served and later when Mrs.
Mills and a number of other bridge
players returned to the parlors Mrs.
Jaffa occupied the "throne" of honor
and Mrs. McFie assisted at the table.
The supper was an elaborate, one.
Its climax came when the ice cream
was served in individual form. Gover- nor Mills received his share of the
creamy article, a figure of Uncle Sam,
under which was inscribed "Your
Master.- General
Adjutant
Brookes was surprised to find that his
cream was in the form of a soldier
a grand army man greeted the
astonished gaze of that, war veteran,
Judge McFie. The others received
cream in the shape of red and white

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
No.

Fifty Ygszfs iho

gladdened the eye. Ferns on the window curtains and elsewhere contributed to make the house a bower of
beauty.
After formal greetings had been ex- changed, the guest s divided into two
parties, those who wished to play
bridge going into the parlors and
tho.se who preferred the game of five
hundred took seats at tables in the
museum.
Soon the sound of merry
laughter filled the rooms and now and
then it was punctuated by the tinkling
of a silver bell which was the signal
for a change of partners.

GROCERY AND BAKERY

,ed.

APRIL 23, 1910.

SATURDAY,

and Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, Mr. and
Mrs. R. F. Asplund, Major and Mrs. R.
J. Palen, Mrs. Malleson, Mr. and Mrs.
I. H. Rapp, Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ber-gerMr. and Mrs. F. C. Wilson, Mrs.
E. A. Fiske, Dr. J. A. Massie, Mrs.
Massie, the Misses Massie, Mr. and
Mrs. Crandall, Mr. and Mrs. Levi A.
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. A. Staab, Mr.
and Mrs. Mennett, Mrs. S. G. Morley,
Carl Lotave and Brian B. Dunne.
.
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said that the fruit has been practically uninjured by the frosts and that
no smudge pots were used in that
locality. General E. F. Hobart is also
in town from Espanola and brings
tihe joyous news that he has gone over
many orchards and is confident that
the bulk of the fruit has escaped and
that there will be a big crop this

Pioneer Killed by Train J. F.
Juda, aged 60, a pioneer of New
Mexico, was instantly killed by a passenger train at Douglas, Arizona. As
the train approached at high speed
Juda was seen to step on the track
From
(Continued
Pago "Two.)
and crawl toward the locomotive
The office of A. J. Casner, D. D. S. which struck him and hurled his body
will be open on and after Monday many feet. Juda was an owner of
mines near Douglas, and leaves a wife
next, the 25th, for appointments.
and four children in Organ, Dona Ana
Gregg's Peerless vs. U. S. Indian
School The management of Gregg's county.
Peerless team invites every lover of
the national game out to .see one of EUGENE HAYES WEALTHY
CATTLEMAN IS DEAD.
the best games of the season at the
23.
College grounds, 3 p. m. Sunday.
Elgin, Kansas, April
Eugene
Altar Guild to Meet The Altar Hayes, a wealthy cattleman well
Guild of the church of the Holy Faith known in the southwest, died early towill meet at the Rectory at lhalf past day, from wounds received on April
two o'clock on Monday, April 25.
9, when he was shot three times by
Woman's Board of Trade The reg- Amos Hays near Pawhuska, Okla.
ular meeting of the Woman's Board Eugene Hayes was under indictment
of Trade will be held on Monday after in Kansas City for killing his business
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
partner Edward Hays in a hotel in
that city in September. Edward and
Killing Frost in San Juan County
San Juan county has experienced Amos Hays are half brothers. Eugene
some cold weather that threatened to Hayes is not related.
freeze the fruit buds, the thermometer registering as low as 20 deThe Spanish editiou ol the 1909
grees, which is 12 degrees below Iaws of New Mexico are now ready
Price: Paper cover,
freezing. It is impossible to tell just for delivery.
how much damage has been done for $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
several days.
$4.00, plus 20 cents postage.
Address
Little Damage to Fruit W. A. Will- all orders to The New Mexican "Printiams was in from Tesuque today and ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.

Minor City Topics

OU'LL BE DISTINGUISHED FOR YOUR
AP
PEARANCE IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
the clothes on you. We have the styles here that vou want: they're
such clothes as you don't find any whereelse in this town. They're made exclu
WELL-DRESSE-

sivelyforusby
i

HART SCHaFFWER & MARX

and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
We advise you to be sure of
in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
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This new season is a lively one in the variety of
weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays seem
to lead; plain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and your ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally interesting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.
-

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
headfitting easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the only man
who can't find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
Pine shirts. fiEe hosiery, gloves
Spring and Summer underwear;
we cn supply any man with the
things he wears, as tineas you
want.

rr V

New Fabrics, Models, Patterns in Spring Overcoats & Suits

This store is the home of Hart
Schaffcer & Marx clothes.
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.Copyright 1909 by Hart 8chfTner & Marx
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